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Last Thursday the ESSA voted 
to postpone student elections 
until the fall semester because 
of the uncertainties surrounding 
the closing of the school. The 
ESSA also directed that the 
elections must be held by Oc­
tober 1st. 
The elections were scheduled 
for Monday, May 17 and 
Tuesday, May 18 and the post­
ponement was also the second 
one this semester. 
A strong determinant in the 
ESSA's decision, however, was 
that only three applications were 
received for students desiring to 
run for the nine open positions 
on the ESSA. Nine applications 
were received for the seven 
positions open on the 
Publications Association and 
one for Student Senator. No ap­
plications were received for the 
Student Disciplinary Committee. 
The ESSA drew up a 
resolution strongly protesting 
the imposition of early final 
examinations and asked 
President Wingfield for a 
clarification of the situation. 
Godfrey Sandiford reported 
on a recent Council meeting. He 
noted that a committee will be 
established to evaluate grading 
procedures at the College, and 
also another one to look into the 
procedures for the debarment of 
students. 
Derrick White told the ESSA 
that the search committee which 
will recommend a new Dean of 
Sfudents would meet on 
Tuesday, May 18. Also, he repor­
ted that appropriations had been 
made for the Lexicon, the year­
book ,by the DSSA and therefore 
with the ESSA's appropriations 
all graduating seniors will be 
able to receive a free _copy of tlae 
yearbook_. 
Rumors Of Furlough 
Cause Confusion At Baruch 
By GODFREY SANDIFORD 
The uncertainty about wheth­
er or not there will be a furlough 
by the facult,y of the City Univer­
sity is causing a great deal of 
confusion in the classrooms 
here at Baruch. There seems to 
be a total lack of direction fr-om 
the Department heads to the 
faculty members concerning the 
furlough which is resulting in an 
almost "free-for-all" among the 
faculiy members in setting dates 
for the final exams. 
Although the Registrar's of­
fice has issued the final exami­
nation schedule, the teachers 
seem to be in a state of panic, 
because they claim that they 
have been instructed' to have all 
grades in to · their respective 
departments by May 21, 1976. In 
a meeting on May 13, 1976, 
President Wingfield did say that 
there is a possibility of a 
furlough. He also said that if 
there is a furlough it will be 
called on or about May 23, 1976. 
There is, however, the feeling 
that the furlough will not come 
until after the final examination 
schedule has run its course, 
even thou·gh there has already 
been agreement between the 
faculty members and their union 
on a furlough. 
In the meantime, many stu­
dents are complaining that I.heir 
professors are bombarding them 
with final - examinations. Stu­
dents ii) both the day and even­
ing schools are being asked to 
take two, and at times, three 
examinations. in the same day, 
and many have examinations 
beginning on Monday, May 17, 
1976 and cootinuing on a daily 
basis until Friday, May 21, 1976. 
The students are unhapp_y 
about the sudden on-rush of 
final examinations, one after the 
other, and many faculty mem­
bers are unhappy about the 
prospect of having to go payless 
for some time. It is most unfor­
tunate that this unsettling oc­
currence took place at a time 
when students need time to con­
centrate on their finals, and 
when faculty members are in the 
midst of reviewing the term's 
work. Many reviewing sessions 
are now being abbreviated be­
cause of the uncertainty 
throughout the school. 
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Dollar Bill llleg�I? .... · ........... 20
Evening Students Are Treated 
Like Unwanted Animals.,<.· ... 
By Winsome R. Henry 
Fred Solomon, President of 
the Evening Session Student 
Assembly,' is the man who for 
the past two semesters has 
provided inspiration and 
guidance to fellow students and 
has made valuable contributions 
to the Baruch Community. 
"I .became an active member 
of the E.S.S.A. because I was in­
terested and concerned about 
the welfare of the evening 
students and disliked the ad­
ministration's attitude towards· 
them" said Fred in a recent in-
terview.. 
"I think the evening students . 
are treated l ike unwanted 
animals, or the 'black sheep' of 
the family" he declared. "Some 
of the members of the ad­
ministration are not at all sen­
sitive to the needs . of the 
evening stud_ents," he con­
tinued. 
As President·, Fred's goals 
were realistic ones, made with 
common sense and good 
judgment. "When I became 
president, I wanted · the ad­
ministration to make available to 
the evening ·students the things 
that were accessible to the day 
students. For instance the office 
of Curricular Guidance should 
definitely be opened later to ac­
commodate the evening 
s,tudents, since many find it im­
possible to get to school during 
the day." said Fred. 
Fred expressed his disap­
pointment at not being able to 
accomplish much during his 
term in office. "The budget 
crisis has stagnated a lot of 
things," he explained. "It has 
created many uncertainties in 
the college." 
The lackadaisical attitude of 
many of th·e students perturbs 
Fred. "Many do not participate 
in· any e>\tracurricular activity" 
h-e said. "If they have had any 
grievances that' have not been 
rectified, they have only them­
selves to be blamed for not 
voic_ing them," he declared. 
Fred was disappointed in their 
lack of action and seeming 
disinterest concerning open ad­
mission and free tuition. "They 
do not seem to realize that if 
tuition should be charged at the 
City University, it ·will not only 
affect them but their sons' and 
daughters' future will be af­
fected" he said. "The poor will 
once again be denied the op­
portunity and means to break 
from poverty., to lead a 
meaningful, successful life" he 
added. He also wished there had 
been better communication 
among the day, evening and 
graduate students, since this 
policy matter concerning tuitfon 
pertains to all division. "We 
shou Id have made it a joint ven-
ture, a total 'Baruch
,_ 
Action, 
rather than each division 
working separately. The impact 
was therefore not as effective." 
Despite the hard work, 
frustrations and disap­
pointments Fred encount�red 
this semester, he enjoyed being 
of service and feels that he tried 
his best. "This has been a lear­
ning experience for me" he ad­
mitted. 
Fred is realistic to know that 
Rome was not built in a day; 
therefore, he hopes that in the· 
·near fufure the evening students 
will communicate more with the 
E.S.S.A. making their voices 
heard on policy matters that af­
fect them. 
In addition to being President 
of E.S.S.A. Fred is an active 
member of B.L.A.C.K. He is a 
Finance and Investment Major. 
He works hard and is an asset to 
Baruch Oollege. 
Grad Board Of Governors Installed 
On Wednesday, May 12, Presi­
dent Wingfield in a rare appear­
ance greeted the new Graduate 
Student Assembly Board of Govs 
ernors. Clarence Horton, the 
outgoing chairperson of GSA in­
troduced the new members: 
Gary McCarthy, Edward Liftin, 
Catherine Perbinossoff, Vincent 
Lee, Lenora Mayo, Peter Rosen­
stein, Leonard Smith, John 
Boland, and Jay Hochfelsen, 
and the alternate Board mem-. 
bers: Mitchell Manoi!, Laureano 
Cancio, and Theresa Chad­
ziutko, and the senator, Howard 
Mandell. 
The meeting centered around 
an informal discussioR between 
the President, the "students-, 
Dean John Griffin of the Gradu­
ate School, and from Student 
Personnel Services, Dean Roy 
Senour, Dean Florence Siegel, 
and Direc-tor of Student Serv­
ices, Donal Higgins. Also pres­
ent were former members of 
GSA Joel Hochman,. James 
Winslow, and Andrew Winning. 
The President spoke of his con­
cerns for graduate education 
and urged' the Board to be politi-
cally active and aware. • 
Dean Griffin noted that the 
Board has the responsibility to 
represent the graduate student 
on student-faculty committees 
and to communicate to the stu­
dent matters of academic con­
cern; he specifically mentioned 
the student input in the thesis 
controversy. The next meeting 
of the Board will be Tuesday, 
May 25, at 6:45 in the Graduate 
Lounge, Room 903, 17 Lexing­
ton Ave. All graduate students 
are invited to attend. 
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. Spring 1976[Finaf Examinations 
Day, Evening Ahd Graduate Divisions 
C.ONFLICT INFORMATION 
Undergraduate students 
must report conflicts to the 
appropriate Office of Curricu­
lar Guidance within 48 hours, 
but no later than Wednes­
day, May 19. 
Graduate students must 
re.port conflicts to the Gradu­
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. 921, at the 23rd Street Build­
ing,' within 48 hours, but no 









Room 4-South, 23rd Street 
building, will function 
throughout the exam period 
as the conflict room for Day, 








Sec H Please contact your pro­
fessors for the room num-
bers. 
final exam schedu·1e 
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NEW DA TE TO BE ANNOUNCED' 
\ ' \ 
FOR MORE INFORMATION· 
. ' 
COME TO 
ROOM 509. OR ROOM 525 
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Changes· At �ruch 
t,uition con.ti nu es.· Most 
Bar-uchia!ils r.emember the rallies 
- at C-ity'Hall in '75 and '76>; rallies. 
at Capitol "f.'li"II ar :10 Aibany , et 
cetera. W ell, the strµggle
against introducing tuition at 
CUNY cont·inoes. A studen,t 
strike was l)lanned this semester 
ar;id most Baruchians would 
have s.tayed · (1-0me. Ur;i­
fortunately, incompetent Niles 
was unable to muster swpport 
for su,ch a m0ve · and. t'he 
·programme planned by the USS 
went down the drain. However, 
tl:le stn.fggle agai-nst tuitior:i con­.
tinues and hopefully we can-pu,11 
off sometliling effective, quickly. 
.... ..................................... . ................... �.
V 8ts: A�tfention 
/ 
By Nashrullah Gamie 
DSSA,has grown from bad to 
worse. Those in charge of gover• 
ning student at.fairs from among 
the administration and th'e 
. student body are either not 
governing or no.I functioning. __ 
Radical leftist took over DSSf. in 
the last eleetion with the dep·ar­
ture of moderate Harry.Gibbsand 
the election of tHe medioc.re 
President N11es, and his lackeys 
Carlyle Thornhill and clique. 
Dean Senour, under tremendous 
pressure from students ana 
staff, 6ontin1J0usly b0mbarded 
by the news amr literally at­
tacked by the' eqitor of Ticker, 
was forced to resign .. His ter­
llilination of office will be· ef­
fective as fr�;; -��gust 31st. 
Admist the 9rowingt anarchy 
among our administrators, new 
rumours have emer.9ed affecting 
bot� day and evenin�,i- studE:nts. 
Funds have run owt from bur 
·qwi�dlin§ treasury hav_J_ng been 
depleted by budget -cuts, and 
there seems to be no, money to 
pay our staff members for late 
May and June. Speculation has 
it tt;iat there mas be a fuJlou§h, 
in Which case: schedules for 
finals and term papers may have 
to be up1ated t0 satisfy the 
requirem,ent of an_ abrupt
closing date. All letter �cades 
may 0e i-eq.iired Jo b1:_ submitteR 
by May 21st w'hich mean15 
that finals- schedoled. in Jun,e 
will have to be updated ar:id re­
scheduled a ·few days before 
May 21.st. Term papers will hav.e 
·to be hancJed in earlier. Other­
·w ise most ·,saruehians, uri­
prepared for ,.this change wo�li;l 
have tb settie:for am, ir:icomplete. 





On the good side of. tl:lings, 
The _Reporter has, as alw
1
ays, 
floated above the sur.face, as 
most ·clubs, newspapers ar1d 
,or,gar:iizations, remain strugglin§ 
to hold firmly to the straw, ihis 
semester. The newspaper has 
grown qwantitative in_readership 
and quali1ative in output. Mec1n­
while, Ticker and Sentry shqws 
up every onee in 'a while and 
sporadically. At'!HH! 
� ........ ·,· -:.·............ ... ...............
By PAWL SCHW·ARTZ ance (for tnose schools_ wh:i(£_h . 
Veterans who have ·not p'aid are much more expensiy� ff.lam 
back loans will not be able to Baruch). , ,· ·''., 
.-.�' 
· register for swmmer school. This 5) Accelerated pay for eclue-a:-
includes deferred tt:Jition, Book . tional programs· (fa:ster mdriey 
Credit Pro@ram, and emergency for qt:Jicker schools). 
loan.s. This is yo,wr last chanc;:e!! 6.) Extensi'on of educati0rn-ii'I 
If you haven't --made your benefits for disadvantage� <11ete­
payments, you had better do so rans (remedial tYPE:1' pr_ogral'Jils);;__ 
at once ·if you want to keep at- 7) Healt-h Care bill f9r. ,v�!�-
tensing Baruch. r.ans (Senator Cranston: S-?90/il: 
* * * * * V.A. hospitals are not so,ir.t@ tlit� 
l.f you warnt to be swre !flat job). . J .r -
your educ-ational Benefit checks _ 8.) Passage 'of V..-C.I.P. l�@isla, -
arrive at the same time summer ti0n (S-2651, HR-10797: tme 
school sfarts;you had better @et rrnoney that keeps 0uir V.eJerrar:is 
certified ri-ght away. Don't Affairs Office open). , , -,., 
forg.et: you must produc_e your 91 Co[ilti.r1u�ti9n. of tme v�te:ran. 
stamped Spring '76 bursar's comp0n·ent of- the.· Ui;>V..i:\lf,ffe 
receipt to prove ·yowr intention Bound Program. '°.. , . .-
to attend. Don't delay, it can 1 Q) lmprnved: . ,<llis€�ar. ,@ie ..;:_ 
coS:t you time later. on. 
· 
upgrad•ing_ (HR.-1109?.), , , '<-,h 
. * * * *· * -* � *-, * * ." ;_Jr 
"Partly beca¥s,e of your let- The. entire staj·f, 0f the. V"e.le,-
Matchi�g_ ·F111ltds ��rmula 
·u_nfalr;:. ki:bbe.,f ..
ters," §aid Bob Geo.rg.ia in a _  rans ,11,.ffairs Ofkce,,. tlil(,:i B.qr.�r,;;� 
telephone interview, "an<ll partly , C9lfe@e \ieter.ar:is. As�·@::iat!�fil, 
because 0f the lobbying effort arid tl:le .Veterans.'A·<iJmim1iS!�,W9,n 
on the part of the New York Git,y rer;>resenta,tives ,wish,!_t.Je\ l:la�4�-fi 
vet�rans in Washington, D.G, veterarns a hea,)tmy ai;,d,._�a1;1py, 
last week, ,there is a goog swmmer. . ;-,, .. , 
chance th _at these of you (v.ete- . (l *: . * � ·* ,r:, \ ' i: 
rans) whose Benefits we-re . $0 e!'lds an@t;herc s.cfrl.0.01 y�c1;rr 
scheduled to expire on Ma::,, 31, .of .reportin9, veter.ams'. ,n13ws. _-1't 
- Hl76 will be able to comple.te has beeri a .yea� fi,l)eJj '.:'.1d.t1;1. ?t,r•iff 
City University has been "cut' . ·CUNY.'._s planning for, nex\ more and sacrificed _more" th.an year, despite adoptio,r:i bf a ·re-
your edu catiori al r;>r:..og rallils. ans bal)le amd pr,0ba'b,1�_!5ome of 
39 fi)erc'\;imt, below what was However, r,nore pressure i,s the worst fi@htirag \hjs . col!/,ra,tr¥ 
. any. othe'r agency as a resu It of structwrir:ig scheme to resu·Ge 
New York's 
.. iiscal crisis, CUNY'" the number. of colleges and to 
pr0mised f0r '75-76. ' r1eeded on C-o,m9ress, ·-so- write · has ever seen, 15,e€a�s.e i,t-,is, it1> !Bot, the· Char:icellor.' told the. yo\;fr. Congressl)erson anq tell owra ;,olGliers figh:ffag tlileir 0wn 
Chancellor Robe.rt J. Kit;>.be .e de- make them a lot tougher. .)._o stay 
clared in early May before the ib'. has bee'n stymied by threats 
city budget makers, "The educa- him/her how badly you need, government. "$irnce la§! ye1)r I tional· needs' of ou.r. Gity and ,its ·. ·yourr seriefii,ts t0 con,tir:iue." · ha1,1e emjoyed brir1ging �M fellow-
City Cour1cil Fin.ance Committee .oi-turtner city and state fundjng 
people remain as great as they · , - * ;,, * * * veterans t-f.ie mews. II gives rrne 
ever were the tisGal emer.- /- As' we close .out a bat,tle- pleasure tokn0w t,tiiat I ar,n lile,l@-and Board of Estimate, The Guts. At lasr report, Kibbee said, gency, .it ·anythin§, swpports tl'le r.i¢def) semester, I think it' is im- im§ to keep the Bar,wch v.e.\ ir,-Chancellor, borr.owing a phrase th·e city an·d state had dropped belief tl'lat·New_Yorlt n.eeds more por.t·ant that�w� keep ln mind fo'rr.ned of tiiis riglats, lilis 0eneli·ts, from the New De\')l's recovery their total contritiu-tion to GUNY - n'ot fewer - educated men·. those things-we am fighting for. an& l'lis sta1tus. Um less cir.0um- · specialist, General Hugh John- .fqr ope r.ations by $2)6 million -
son, warned that those th.reaten- ' 
and women." 'Here is a list o.t priorities t•hat stances take it ou,t 0f-my ham0$, 
ing furthfil cuts for fiscal '76-'-77 ___ ...;_ ________ _,__a.......,,,--
-------�--=- yow st;iowld keep in rriind when I in-tend to be right here at tf.le 
writing to Congress: same old stand starting mext fall .. are reeklessly shoot·ing crai,,s 
with destiny. · 
''It is tragic," Kibbee said, 
"that tne uriiv.ersity -Mas been 
'allowed to ·t.iave its destiny so 
tightly woven into the fabric of 
the- city's financial 'crisis. 1he 
cost of the university to tKe city 
is now less than one-and-o.rie­
half percent of the totgl budget. 
Were the city to abandon the · 
university, it would l:lave-littl� ef­
foct upon the current fiscal cri­
sis, but it wou-ld destroy the 
city's future." 
In bis testimony, th.e Cl'lai;i­
cellor detailed the money-savirig 
�teps COl\ly has taker:i in the 
-past .year as its r;>ublic fwnds, 
cfropped 28% - a-walloping 
$151 million below Jhe $549.7 
million package promises in 
· March 1975' by Mayor Beame 
and the N ew York State Legisla­
ture. Many of the steps were 
made necess_ary, Kibbee said, 
because the state/city matching 
funds formula is "archaic" ar1d · 
"unfair." It is a formula, he indi- . 
cated, that· allows the -state to 
put up three times as mwch 
money for _Slate University stu­
dents. as it pwts up for students 
in CUNY senior colleges. 
A sifferent funding formula -
one that would have forced the 
state ,to ·give its full appropria­
tion on a direct per-student 
basis rather than a matching 
fund§ b·asis - would have given 
CUNY $60 million. and averted 
tl'le c-risis. Lacki_ng ttmse state' 
dollars, CUNY was·/orced to trim 
its p1yroll by more than 10,000 
people, substantially hike fees 
for all students and tuition for 
90,00.0 graduate stude.nts and 
part-ti'mers, an_d increase the 
faculty workloads by 15%, as 
well as kill 125 graduate pro­
gram.s and 'Growd classrooms. 
1 ). Extensi0m of trae eelimitin@ ar.10 -wor.k\mg ri@ral th,ol!l@i<l C1ext · aate of e<'lweational 0er1efit,s. spr .ing_. 171:(hile you ar,e emj0y,ira@ 
Students Receive Money and 2i ,Ar;>pl1e-at 1on _of the nine- yowr §ummer.s, take a few r,nir1-. · · · _ , llil0rith- extension �t0 graduate utes out to ·write a le_tter to yol!lr - ' · stu·0ents. -� - J;;;.orngressll')an; it e0uld .IDe tl'le 
C- re· d.,t- for F,.eld W·ork Exp.er·,e-nc.e 3.) ·cost of 1ivir1g increase in 0e� ,.13c Jnvestmel'lt y0u ever _  the G.I. Bill made. So, w,i;itil 1· a�pear rne!)(t _ 
M0bilization for .A:d0lescent 
- . 4) $u,pf:)lem,ental tuition all0wr. _ f-all, lilav'.e a go0d �l!lliTHT.ler. 






, versity Year for ACTION (UYA) va,te the Ace0w-r1tim·g., .S:0€iety. 
,.pJ!oject, is (10W-� recruiting ;,tu- �,,,._,- Thamk you� tihe ori@imal l'Glem-
' A 
. - v· . . ber.s wtio �ave tl'le €·lwl!, a �;�t;�s�:�; h:���t!ci���a;:� . . . c_ coun�1ng, . ·. 1ew
�q1nt -f@Hndati0n. Ar1€1, finally, €re,¢iti in vario·u;s public.and private :ii:i- _ - _ � _ rr:iwst g_o to the man wt:io was t,ffie 
st-itutio-hs thro.ughout · the drivir 1@ for€e bef.lil'ld our rni0l.le-
d&mmt.ihities of New York C,ity. By LEON METZGEf! of tlile semester, let ·me thank all ment. 1-fe -is Pr0fess0r �erac10 
Im or.der to provise health , those who helped in tne reacti- Skoll'lick. l"ri0fe§.so.r, $k0lrn1ic� ,a•(-" 
f ·d 
0
1 ' Annuat Banquet vation of the AccountiMg Soc1- tended every sirn9le meet,irn§ ams -counseling ·or a O escent.s, s·1nce th·1s ·1s the last issue of " · " t f r-.1.A.S.H. interns receive training ety. Mr,� Donal l';iig@ins and Ms. was or1 call bot,11 1m an ... ow1 e 
[n a variety of health topics ·im- The, Reporter of the se�ester, · R@IDin Seid itch of. -Stwdernt Per- the sehool. 0.ne· cam tr.uli)I, sa� 
ct1:1ding: venereal .disease, drug we will not be able to give <l. s0nal Services w"ere very helpful that without Professor 3k0lmi<;:k 
d I h I b report OJl tfie banquet. However, in organizing ou.r meetings and there w�u Id hav.e !Deen r10 AG-an a co O a use, ral)e c;oun- we can report the .following,_: as· · "" Iii 'I f selirng·, nu.trition, -persor:ial rela- constantly §_aye us cownsel. cowmtir1g Seciety. vm lile a, 0 ·  
lions, fami'ly planning_, .and of this writing (Thursday), Pro
"" · Derrick White, Editor; Paul Sci:!-· the Accountir:ig Satiety arid all 
health careers. lessors Ben is and. Kjndman pave wartz, Managing Editor; and the the studen.ts at Baru11:1n: tlilaml< 
M-.A.S.H. ir:iterns receive /
C agreed to speak at the banquet. entire,staff of The Reporter gave you, Professor Sk@lnie�. 
, $2 000 f t f 1· . Secondly, more than 80 reserva- us tllle much needed, publicity to Remindeis , or use as a cos O iving tions have come in so far. Fin-stipend, and- arrange for aca- infqrm the students of our activi- 'Don't forget t0 look f0r, �mis 
demic c,red'it thr.·01;1gt;i thei r· ally, the main course at the din- ties. I mwst thal'lk my fe.llow offi- column next semester iri lihe 
schools. -Two semesters · are ner will be southern fried c9ick- cers of the AGcounting Society Reporter. It will k-eep y0w wr2 t© 
sugge-sted for service in the pro- en.. 
· 
for their support in implement- date·on all activ-ities of tl'le ev.eA-
gram though, exceptions are Important ing the activities and for lilelping, ing Accounting Societ;y. G.00_0 
made. · The Accounting Society l:las us reach our goal _ to reacti- Luck on fir1als! 
1-f you are interested in becom- adopted the f.ollowing guide-
. --��-�--��-�--��---=-'-�--...,,,�
ing a M.A.S,H. intern, contact lines concerning eancellation of 
Alan �inge'r at 566-0315, or wrife fhe dinner. Everyone is aware of 
to University Year, for ACTION, the threat of a furlouglil of the 
M.A.S.H. Project, 51 Ghambers tegchers ar1d its implications. 
Street, f:loom, 801, New York, Questions have arisen coneern-
New York 10007. ing l)OStponement of tbe ban-que·t. The decision reached is 
Correction 
Iii the May 10 issue of The 
Repor.ter, !;lob Yucikas, the 
artist, was incorrectly -quoted 
as-sayin-g, ··:some g·aneries rip' 
'otf a forty percent com-
miss"ion." 
Mr. Yucikas used the word 
"take" and not "rip off." 
this: If the department of Ac-
1 cowntancy .has decided by Fri­
day, May �4, to give finals, the 
meeting will be cancelled. If 
there is no decision by Friday, 
the meeting will be held as plai:i-
, ned: Remem0e'r that we wiH 
follow the Department of Ac­
countancy on·ly and no other 
department. 
Thank.Yous 




The trees rustled, 
Their branches illumined 
Where�y the ·lamps; 
There and only there 
Do shadq1s rippled 
Across the walk. 
Gray dark sky, 
Nodding forms,_ 
Are green "revealed. 
- E. Tiner 
FAREWELL, FRIEN0S, 
AND ,HAVE A NICE Sl!fM�e!R 
This is the last issue wmtil .fall, 
and I hope t0 be with y,0w· a9aln 
in. September. Tbis sl!Jlrr:imer ,is 
for me a fli§ht towafS free_<:l@ni. 
For it was l:lere !flat my gle_ci­
sion to write f:)Oetryforr 0tt;iers,t0-
read was ti>orn. So tlilis st!Jmm,eCI 
will practice very, hard, 8Q0 ,JllY 
v,;ork should ill'l f:)ro�e t,tiie'IJ. 
Thanks for being patiierit 1-'{itlil my, 
first attempts at it. 
- - E. Tiner, 
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Testimony of Dr. Robert Kibbee 
(Testimony of Dr. Robert J. Kib­
bee, Chancellor of The City Uni­
versity of New York before the 
City Council Finance Committee 
and the Board of Estimate on 
May 5, 1976) 
Mr. Chairman. Members of the 
Board of Estimate and City 
Council: 
I address you today on behalf 
of The City University of New 
York. 'My purpose is to urge you 
to act - while there is still time 
- to preserve and maintain one 
of the world's great educational 
enterprises. 
This past year has not been 
kind to The City University, its 
270.000 students or its 17,000 
full- and part-time faculty. Since 
I came before you eleven mon­
ths ago. the university has been 
dealt a series of staggering body 
blows. In the name of a fiscal 
new order, every premise of this 
university - your university -
has been questioned and 
publicly examined. That tbe uni­
versity has endured to this date 
is a tribute to our students, our 
faculties. the administrations of 
our colleges, and that special 
tough quality that seems to be 
bred into New Yorkers. How­
ever, I can assure you that 
events of this past year have left 
the university wounded and 
weakened, and its staff demoral­
ized and angry. 
Eleven months ago, when yve 
were discussing what at that 
time was called a "crisis budg­
et'' for fiscal '75-'76. I painted a 
dreary picture of what would 
happen to City University under 
its terms. I regret to report that 
most of what I predicted has 
co'me to pass. and that - if any­
thing - I used too pastel a 
pallette to depict a tragic scene. 
The "crisis" budget of last 
June did not, as you w.ill recall, 
represent the so-called "bottom 
line" in the financial affairs of 
our city. The City University's 
budget for the current year was 
io be subjected to further down­
ward revision. The level of 
public funding for your uni­
versity was continually reduced. 
In March of last year, the mayor 
certified and the state legisla­
ture adopted budgets that would 
have provided CUNY with $549.7 
million in operating funds, ex­
-eluding debt service. The crisis 
budget of June 1975 reduced 
that figure by $96.5 million. In 
August and October, there were 
further cuts of an additional 
$44.6 million. Ladies and gentle­
men, pause and think about the 
figures I have 'just read. Do the 
simple arithmetic. Work out the 
percentages. The city, which 
had started out certifying that jt 
would provide $294 million to 
the university, actually gave us 
$203 million. That represents a 
drop of $91 million - 31 per­
cent. That is the starting point, 
not the end, of our diminishing 
support. The City University is 
also supported by the state. The 
state provides its funds in ac­
cordance with archaic, unfair 
formulas for matching city sup­
port. Each time the city with­
draws funds from CUNY, the 
state is relieved of a portion of 
its obligation. Last spring the 
state legislature, using the num­
bers in the city's certified budg­
et, approved an allocation of 
$255.7 million for CUNY. Be­
cause of the matching funds for­
mula, the state actually had· to 
provide only $195.7 million - a 
drop of $60 million, or 23.5 per­
cent. Thus, the "bottom line" 
turned out to be far lower than 
anyone anywhere had predicted. 
Public funding from city and 
state. which had started out 
totalling $549.7 million was 
reduced because of city deci­
sions and the state formula to 
$398.6 million. That is a drop of 
more than $151 million - a 28 
percent decline. These figures 
mean that City University in the 
past year was cut more - sacri­
ficed more - than any other 
agency or branch of govern­
ment. 
What did the university do to 
absorb such slashing budgetary 
actions and reflexes? In July, 
and again in December, the 
Board of Higher Education 
passed resolutions that dramati­
cally curtailed the university 
academically as well as eco­
nomically, while preserving the 
university's unique policies of 
open admissions to all New York 
City high sehool graduates and 
free tuition for full-time under­
graduates who are residents of 
our city. 
To be specific: 
• The university is now issu­
ing paychecks to 10,100 fewer 
people than it did last Jun-a. 
• The fees of all students 
were increased significantly, 
and the tuition schedules for 
90,000 graduate and part:time 
students were raised to record 
highs, comparable to those at 
private institutions in this area. 
• 125 Masters degree pro­
grams were abolished or con­
solidated, a drop of 35.6 percent. 
• Faculty class loads were in­
creased an average of 15 per­
cent, making them higher than 
those of most major universities. 
• Class sizes increased dra­
matically; the faculty-student 
ratios in classes rose to 22 to 1, 
a rise of 27 percent. 
• Salaries were frozen. 
• Campuses were closed for 
holiday periods to conserve fuel 
and energy, and administrative 
workers were obliged to take· 
forced vacations. 
• Expenditures for equipment, 
supplies, library books, mainte­
nance, and security were all but 
halted. 
I sh,,ould note that, for most of 
the current year, the dark 'possi­
bility of a forced furlough of up 
to lour weeks duration has hung 
over the faculty and staff. It was 
to have been imposed to save an 
estimated $32 million during the 
current fiscal year. Its imposition 
was deferred in the hope that 
somehow someone in fiscal 
authority would find a way to 
assist the university through this 
terrible period. 
Last week, the university and 
the Professional Staff Congress, 
the bargaining agent for the 
faculty, concluded a tentative 
agreement on a two-year con­
tract fof the period that began 
September 1975. That agree­
ment, if approved by the Board 
of Higher Education, the PSC 
membership, and the Emer­
gency Financial Control Board 
will eliminate the need for th� 
furlough if the State of New York 
provides for the deferral of 1975-
1976 increments until 1978, but 
also defers the payment of two 
weeks of pay for this year, to 
that date. I believe it important 
to note that no other group of 
municipal employees was forced 
to contemplate a payless 
furlough, nor did any other 
voluntarily agree to a deferral of 
earned wages. Our faculty's 
bargaining agent has, I believe, 
done more to assist the univer­
sity and this city than any other 
labor group. The unselfishness 
and statesman-like responses of 
our faculty should not go unnot­
iced or unappreciated by ya.u or 
the citizens of this city. 
I wish l'-could report that the 
university's problems are now 
over, that experiences of the 
current year were unique, and 
that, from now on, everything 
would be stabilized - albeit at a 
reduced level of operations. 
That, unfortunately, is not the 
ca e. The future of City Uni­
versity remains in dispute. Last 
year's bitter medicine has not 
restored it to full fiscal health. 
Since last fall, from the mom­
ent the city itself stepped back-
ward from the brink of default. 
City University and its relation­
ships with the city and the state 
have been the subjects of con­
tinual debate and dispute. 
The city, which not only cre­
ated this university but gave it 
it� name, signaled - directly 
and indirectly - that circum­
stances made it necessary for it 
to withdraw support. When state 
support for City University is 
compared to that for the State 
University. the great inequity in 
the funding arrangements be­
comes apparent. The taxpayers 
of the state, including those who 
are residents of this city. con­
tribute three times as much for 
the education of students at 
SUNY senior colleges than the 
state contributes to support 
CUNY senior college students. 
The discrepancy has been glar­
ing, and for year,:, City University 
and its friends have appealed to 
Albany for redress of this unfair 
situation. 
Throughout the current year, 
in fact, the university and the 
Board of Higher Education ap­
pealed to· AltJany to amend the 
present formula. If the state had 
simply provided the $60 million 
that had bean approved for 
CUNY last spring, but not ex­
pended, much of the trauma of 
the past year would have been 
alleviated. Unfortunately, the 
decision-makers of the state 
government held fast to the let­
ter of the matching fund formula 
and ignored· the spirit of the 
education law. For, in the last 
analysis, higher education is pri­
marily a state responslbi\ity. 
The uncertainties under which 
I we continue to operate can be observed in the development of 
our budget for 1976-1977. In 
November of last year, when the 
first version of the city's "three 
year plan" was unveiled, CUNY 
was told the city would allocate 
$195 million in ope'rating funds 
for the coming fiscal year, 
almost $100 million less than 
had been promised in th·e 1975 
certified budget. By mid-Decem­
ber, we were informed that the 
city's commitment had been 
reduced to $188 million; in 
February, it became $176 
million; and, finally, last month, 
we were told it would be $160.5 
million. Each drop in the city's 
appropriation would normally 
trigger a corresponding. de­
crease in state funding. Under 
existing formulae, the decrease 
in total public funding would 
come to $216.2 million ..:_ a drop 
of 39 percent below the spring 
of '75. 
The City University has not sat 
back waiting for next year. It has 
drawn up plans for restructur­
ing, and it is seriously imple­
menting those plans. 
Last fall, when it became clear 
that New York City's fiscal crisis 
wou Id be sustained for a long 
period of time, I drafted a series 
of proposals that would provide 
an academically feasible frame­
work for reductions in the uni­
versity's size and spending. 
Those proposals dealt with a 
wide range of actions, including 
student eligibility, standards of 
retention, academi'c calendars, 
the use of space, administrative 
streamlining, and a decrease in 
the number of colleges to be 
operated by the university. 
Jn February of this year, I pre­
sented a document to the Board 
with specific recommendations 
as to how these changes were 
to be achieved. Most elements 
(Continued on Page 21 / 
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EDITORIALS 
Baruch College 
Despite the dire predictions regarding the 
future of the City University, Baruch Colle·ge 
remains a bulwark against the charges that the 
City University degrees are second rate. Our 
degrees remain as "saleable" as ever, and 
Baruch Qoll.ege continues ·its striving toward ex­
cellence. We shall emerge, in spite of our dif-. 
ficulties, as strong and as vibrant as ever in the 
future. Th_e only limitatiofl is our commitment to 
ourselves and Baruch College. 
Student Administration 
In the last academic year s.tude·nt/ad­
ministration relati'ons reached a new low, but 
there are, indications that we have all learned 
from our experiences over the past year. At the 
end of the year we find the administration and 
mor� students cooperating than ever before and 
hope that this is the beginning of a new era of 
to le ran ce and understanding. 
However, the only barrier to a continuation' of 
this peacefu I co-existence is the composition of 
the proposed Baruch College Association. 
The proposed Association' is·-designel::i'° to' ·cen­
tralize control of the student activities funds and 
to use student monies in a more intelligent way. 
The controlling body would be made up ,of ad- · 
ministration, faculty members, and students. At 
present the proposal is heavily weighted toward 
the administration in terms of the composition. 
This imbalance must be changed to reflect the 
principle of student control over student funds. 
Moreover, the Communications Board could 
provide an effective leadership role only if it can­
not control · the newspapers by its recom­
mendations. 
We urge the Presiden,t to carefully consider the 
proposed ·amendments bearing in mind that 
whatever he does will'affect the relationsh-ip bet­
ween students and the administration in the 
· future.
ESSA· 
The Ev�ning Session Student Assembly _has 
had a very productive year and our Ass�mbly­
persons hav.e acted in a- low-keyed but respon-: 
sible manner. 
Its most significant achievement has been its 
insistence that the administration recognize the 
problems of the evening students and· has won 
some recognition for its constituents;, however, 
lack of student support continues in the evening 
which is unfortunate. 
· Fred Solomon, the President, has done an ex­
cellent job cqnsidering the circumstances and
ought to be congratulated. 
Evening Clubs 
Special thanks· must be given to the increasing 
small band of even_ing stu_dents who have worked 
hard to keep extra-curricular activities in the 
evening alive and well in spite of work, school, 
and fami�y commitments. Their efforts are slowly 
bearing fruit in the burgeoning evening student 
club membership. 
We can only say to these students thank you 
. and keep up the good work. 
Thank-You 
We thank all the students·, faculty members, 
and administration officials, especially the 
evening activities officials for, their en­
couragement, criticisms and support. 
The .-Rep<?rte-r 
On October -6,. 1975 we made a declaration of 
principles. Essentially,_ we promised a) to rep�nt 
the news in a professional manner, b) to present 
a wide range of views f(om a broad sp.ectrum of 
Baruchians and outsiders, and c) to make The
R�porter informative and - interesting. 
We tried to live up to the principles we 
declared last October and did _our best. The 
issues we advocated were not raised maliciously 
or irresponsibly but only out of a concern for 
Baruch College. 
But whatever success we have achieved has 
been due to· the regular staff of The _Reporter,
which has been dedicated and responsible and 
has met deadlines regardless of their other com­




·rhe ESSA strongly protests
the early imposition of final
e�aminations on students
without due cause. This
decision was made solely
by the teachers without
provisions for the hardships
imposed on the· students.
P_lease issue a statement to




· To the Editor: 
Catholic members of the Bar­
uch community, faculty and stu­
dents, will resent rightfu.lly the 
intemperate, intolerant essay of
one D. Russell ("The Pope, The 
Faggots, ,and The U.S. Constitu­
tion," The Reporter, May 3rd, 
1976). Were such a diatribe 
directed against our Black or 
our Jewish brethren, they would, 
and rightfully so, express their 
resentment in much stronger 











homosexual rights a diss�rvice. 
I for one have b"een for several 
decades in the forefront of that 
struggle - testifying''.before 
legislative bodies, advising_ ai)d 
assisting homosexua rs who 
have run afoul of t't,e 'criminal 
{ustice system, and · 'wprl<ir.ig 
aggressively within 'the ·cat)"io­
lice community (w[tti - 'p'.ri�sts, 
members of religious orde"rs ana 
concerned ·catholid laymen)'. to 
bring about a· more Ch'ristiarl' kc� 
ce
f
ance of this aher�.at�, lit,�;; 
sty e. _ - · , , ;, The Pope makes no laws· . : . 
for America or for any other. 
country: The Pope, being neith�r 
a citizen nor a resident of the 
Un-ited States, can .certainly ·�o! 
"violate the U.S. Constitution," 
and the only "authority" h-e ta6 
. exercise is moral 'authority oyej 
those ..;ho voluntarily accep+, tfis 
spiritual leadership. 
' � 
The gratuitous slur directed.at 
Mary, Mother of God, whcfily un­
related even ·tangenti'ally to th�
thesis being presented, woyl_(! 
seem to demonstrate rather con­
clusively that Mr. Russell is ·far 
more anti-Catholice than he is 
pro-homosexual. As a longtime 
foe of censorship, I shall_ no\
suggest that"The Reporter's edi­
tor w'as derelict; but as an 
American, a Catholic, and a 
longtime member of the Baruch 
community I want \o make per­
·fectly clear my utter contempt 
for Mr. Russell. 1 Donal E.J. MacNamara 
Adj. Prof. Criminol0gy
Sociology Depar,tment 
.. ,, .•.. �aruch,.College 
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A STAR TREK STORY:
!THE NEGOTIA TIDNS - 2 
By PAUL SCHWARTZ 
Captain's Log. Supplemental -
''It has been more than three 
hours since the natives of Beta 
pygni VI threw us into their 
equivalent of jail for violating 
their god's edicts. Their god. 
called Breh. has decreed that 
we were only permitted to nego­
Iate for the right to mine the ex­
tensive deposits of dilitheum 
trystals at certain specified 
times. It was Ensign Chekov 
who discovered the reason 
behind the stalling tactics. It 
!;eems that another negotiating 
team has also been trying to get 
�n agreement signed with the 
igh Darb. the ruler of the plan­
et. We had beamed down in or­
�er to discover who our com­
petition was. 11 turned out that it 
�as one Harcourt Fenton
''Harry" Mudd, probably the 
biggest con man in the entire 
galaxy and Cyrano Jones.
whose sales of tribbles nearly 
paralyzed Space Station K-12 
and nearly wrecked our colo­
nization of Sherman's Planet. 
How these two men came to be 
here, and who they are working 
for are just two things we must 
discover if we are to success-
fully conclude the negotiations. 
A more immediate problem con­
cerns me now: how are we go­
ing to avoid being sacrificed in 
approximately twenty-one hours 
for violating 'Breh's Words." Our 
communicators and weapons 
have been taken from us. The 
crew has orders not to beam 
down unless specifically per­
mitted to do so since our spy 
mission was against local law. 
Our repeated requests to speak 
to the High Darb have gone 
unheeded. Unless we can con­
vince him of our innocence, the 
Federation will lose all chance 
of getting the much needed 
dilitheum." 
"'Mr. Spock, on several occa­
sions in the past, when we have 
been faced with this situation, 
you have been able to project a 
mental image of our escape to 
our guards. When th�y rush in to 
investigate, we have been able 
to overpower them and escape. 
May I suggest that you attempt 
this at this time?" asked Captain 
Kirk. 
"I came to that logical conclu­
sion two hours and thirty,seven 
minutes ago. I have been at­
temptin� to do that very thing 
since then. I have not been suc­
cessfu I." answered Mr. Spock. 
"Any ideas why?" 
"Yes, Captain, even though 
these natives are more primitive 
than we are, their mental capaci­
ties are much larger. They seem 
to be able to instinctively throw· 
off any sort of mental interrup­
tion. I have yet to determine t,he 
The Brotherhood Synagogue 
By WINSOME R. HENRY 
According to the Landmarks 
Preservation Law of New York 
City, "Landmarks'' are struc­
tures that ··represent or reflect 
the city's cultural, social,
economic, political and ar­
chitectJ.Jral history." A Landmark 
may be almost a,nything: a 
bridge. a bank. a water tower, a 
home. an apartment, a theater, a 
school, a church, a cemetery, a 
club, a factory, an office 
building, a museum, even a tree. 
tinued to deteriorate. 
In 197 5 the Brotherhood
Synagogue bought the building 
and according to one of the 
construction workers, the
building was only a shell when it
was bought. Well, they have 
come a long way since then. 
The exterior remains the same, 
so simple that it almost looks 
austere. Once a building is 
declared a "Landmark" its ex­
terior cannot be altered in any 
respect or added to without the 
approval of the Landmarks 
Preservation Commission.
Today, a little over a year since
the purchase, the roof has been 
repaired and the interior looks 
beautiful. The interior too, is 
simple yet very elegant. The 
walls are painted a very mild 
blue. The seats which were 
originally plain wood, are now a 
dark walnut. 
The Rabbi, Irving Block, mem­
bers and friends of the
Brotherhood Synagogue are
grateful to the architect, James 
Polshek, Dean of Columbia
University's School of Ar­
chitecture, and tne contractor 
Lawrence Held and Son, who 
volunteered their services for 
the restoration. These men have 
workea-diligently, and without 
fee. 
The Synagogue now has a 
$240,000 mortgage and three 
years in which to pay ,it. Efforts 
are being made to raise funds to · 
help with the payments. 
Everyone is happy, especially 
Rabbi Block who said' that the 
synagogue's humanitarian pur­
poses and practices will be per­
petuated. 
cause for this phenomenon." crous to work," said Chekov, in-
"AII right, gentlemen, we cer- ,. serting himself into the con­
tain ly can't sit around here wait- · 'versation again. 
ing to be executed. Does any- "'Captain," said Mr. Spock, 
one have an idea?" "since neither 1; nor any of us 
"I do, sir," stated a member of can derive any other solution, it 
the security detail. would seem logical to attempt it. 
"'Who are you? I don't remem- Since we are scheduled to die in
ber seeing you before." twenty hours, e\ght minutes, and 
"'Crewman White, sir. I came thirty-seven seconds from now, 
aboard at Star Base Four, just we would not lose anything if it 
before you left for here." failed." 
"What is your idea, Mr. ·,,1 agree, Mr. Spock. Crewman 
White?" White, since it is your id·ea you 
"Well, sir, these people seem may implement it. Proceed." 







fr�m god. Why don t we teH them that Crewman to Ensign for White, D.if we are _to die, we wish t? make His brilliant conception and exe­peace with our god. We II also cution of our escape was solely tell them t�at we. have to do it in responsible for the safe return ot a� open field with ou,� commu- myself, Mr. Spock, and the en_­n1cators and phasers. . tire membership of the landing 
. 
··wo�·t they find that susp,- party. It is also recommended c1ous? asked Mr. Spock. that upon his retirement. or "Not if we tell them that we soo�er if he wishes a transfer. can't pray in an �nclosed 
place." 
"The phasers and com mun i-
cators?" 
"The communicatGrs are
needed to talk with qur god, the 
phasers must be with us be­
cause our god only listens to 
warriors and only warriors carry 
weapons in our civilizati"on." 
"It sounds almost too ludi-
The Brotherhood Synagogue 
situated at 28 Gramercy Park 
South is an important New York 
City Landmark. It was built in 
1859 in what the Victorians 
called 'the Italianate style by two 
famous architects, Gamaliel
King and John Kellum. It was
used by the Quakers as their 
house of worship. After a num­
ber of years religious services
were discontinued in the
building, but for a while it
remained headquarters for
Quaker charities. Before the 
Civil wa·r the third floor of the 
building was used as a refuge 
for Southern Negroes smuggled 
North by the "'Underground 
Railway" and the slaves were 
gjven some sort of rehabilitation 
before being sent ,on to make 
their way in a new world. Even­
tually, the building fell to wrack 
and ruin and in 1965 an option 
was _given by the Friends to a 
developer who planned to
demolfsh the church for a 30
§tory apartment house. The 
people in the neighborhood 
were aghast at this proposition 
ano . opposed the demolition. 
The horrified neighbors made 
plans to organize a community 
theater in the building as a 
tryout spot for Broadway 
hopefuls. This plan failed. In an 
effort to protect the building, 
however, it was designated as a 
New York Landmark. The
property was later acquired by 
t_pe United · Federation of 
Teachers, to be used for com­
munity acti�ities. 
1st Prize. Winner 
Author's Note: This story is 
dedicated to three people. First, 
my wife Sheila for letting me 
get a way with the long hours; 
second, to my editor-in-chief 
Derrick White for putting up 
with me and, third, to Brad 
Ferguson for iryspiring me to do 
a STAR TREK story. It should 
also interest my fel low 
TREKkies that the titles for this 
story were set in the official 
type face of Federation Star­
fleet - Microgramma Ex­
tended. (Cf. STAR TREK Tech 
Manual, Franz Joseph 
Associates, Ballantine Books, 
1975.) 
This also did not work. and 
the United Federation of 
Teachers oecided to sell it. 
Meanwhile, the building con-
By Winsome Henry 
"America has gone from ba­
barism to debauchery without 
the intervening stage of
civilization - That was its main 
attraction to me," says Nicholas 
Lorimer the first prize winner of 
the essay competition, which 
was sponsored by The Reporter. 
Nicnolas came to New York 
from Auckland, New Zealand 
2 1/2 years ago. 
"New York has always
fascinated me" he said, "it's one 
place in which I can satisfy my 
basic instincts. There is so much 
life and vitality here that it is im­
possible for one to get bored." 
He said that his mental picture
of the city was thoroughly 
fulfilled, when on the second 
day of his arrival here, he saw a 
man lying dead only minut�s af­
ter a shooting in the Times
Square section of the city. Even 
the derelicts lying and strolling 
on the streets help to emphasize 
the picture. 
Nicholas said that he entered 
the essay compe\ition bE?cause it 
was a class assignment. 
"I didn't think the prize money 
was worth the effort," he noted. 
"But now that I have won, I am 
delighted. It's the first _money I 
have earned using my head and 
not JTIY hands," he added. 
Nicholas appears very reser­
ved and unassuming. He seems 
contented and not want much 
from life. According to him, he
has satisfied all his needs: 
"Most ambftions are superfluous 
to human needs," he declared. 
"All that remains is the lazy 
search for the truth. By this I 
mean, a ciontinual effort of 
clarification of the question 
Why are we here?" 
Nicholas likes to go to the 
movies or to see a play oc­
Gasionally, listening to any type 
of music however, he thinks a 
waste of time, and agrees with 
Dr. S.amuel Johnson, who said 
that music never gave him a,n 
original idea and prevented him 
from thinking of his own. 
A crisp apple, a good novel or 
an orgasm are Nicholas' form of 
relaxation. He thinks that it is 
very easy to make friends in 
New York, but right now he feels 
he doesn't need many more than 
about one woman and two male 
friends in his life. 
He idles through newspapers 
as well. In fact they were his 
main source of facts for his 
essay. ''.How else could a New 
Zealander write about the bicen­
tennial when he's never studied 
American History?" he pointed 
out. "Perhaps the most distant 
observer sees the clearest." 
Live long and prosper. 
- P.S. 
(Continued on Page HJ 
Dean Thanks' Amsterdam And O'Hagan 
By Derrick White 
Dean Roy Senour, Jr. has writ­
ten to Bernard Amsterdam and 
Gilbert O'Hagan thanking them 
for their long and devoted ser­
vice to Baruch College. 
Mr. Amsterdam, an alumnus of 
Baruch College, had been 
working as the accountant in_ 
the Student .Services Ac­
counting unit since September, 
1949. He was forced to resign af­
ter the reorganization initiated 
by Aaron Sklar made it im­
possible for him to continue. 
Bernie, as he is affectionately 
known, was a quiet though 
stable force in the evening 
session. And although most day 
administrators were unaware of 
his serviee - Vice-President 
Mintz did not know of Bernie un­
til recently - he was in­
strumental in helping evening 
students keep proper ac­
counting records. In his letter 
Dean Senour noted, " . . I want 
to thank you most sincerely for 
all you have done for evening 
and graduate students over 
these many, many years." 
G ii O'Hagan, Bernie's
assistant, had been working 
with the unit since the fall of 
1969 and suffered the same fate 
as Bernie because of the
reorganization. 
· At present Ms. Grace Pattison 
is the Central Treasurer, and her 
office has taken over Bernie's 
and Gil's duties. 
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Is Tuition Definite? 
By STEWART. FOGEL 
think of it as rather odd for 
there to be a furlough after the· 
City University of New York 
received $40 million dollars. The 
reason· that I said $40 million is 
due to the fact that speculation 
has it that John Marchi has 
given the City University $20 
million, since they made Volpe 
the President of' the federated 
merger of Richmond and Staten 
Island C.C., and the Governor of 
New York State, Hugh Carey 
supposedly gave the City Uni­
versity $20 million for. the im­
position of tuition. 
.£ 
institution in the coming year. At 
. this p're�ent. date any financial 
aid packages from the City gov­
ernment doesn't appear to be 
feasible, and the exact amount 
of state aid is still uncertain. 
Once again, most truly I say to 
you that this institution of higher 
learning must ·acquire some oth­
er form(s) of financial assist­
ance· before it is forced to close. 
The Board of Higher Education 
has supposedly decreed some 
measures that should cut down 
on some of the financial angles 
of CUNY. However, thg_ costs of 
transferring from one unit \o an­
other within the framework of 
the City University isn't exactly 
cheap. 
For instance, what will the 
cost be to transfer in the coming· 
semesters from John Jay to Bar­
uch College? I think that this is 
a stupid and absurd course -to 
take when _you consider · the 
mere facts of just me_rging 
colleges. By the way, I don't 
believe that many of u;, here at · 
Baruch are cognizant of the fac_t 
that Baruch College shall ex­
pand, whereby they shall rent 
more space while the City Urni­
versity owns most of John Jay. 
So, in essence, the merger o'f 
Baruch with John Jay is a case · 
of sheer stupidity on the part of 
the Board of Higher Educatio�.' 
The government of the City of 
New York can't help the Ci\y 
.University. I personally was in­
formed by a member of the City 
Council of New York that there 
are only two groups in New York 
that can•help the City University. 
They- are as follows: the 
Emergency Finance Control 
Board and the Committee on the 
'Higher Education of the New 
(Continued-on Page 9) 
In reference to the tuition 
issue it would appear that for 
the first two years of study at 
this institution of higher learn­
ing, you will pay $750. And after 
iwo years are completed, and 
you have passed the examina­
tions (the one consisting of 
fundamental · college level 
mathematics and English), you .. 
will be paying $900 for your tui­
tion at the City University. 
gra,de point average, a certain 
index, and that the persons who 
shall obtain such aid must be of 
a certain age in order to get it. 
Most truly · I say to all of my 
fell0w Baruch College students, -
apply for all the financial aid 
that you can get! 
- Is The· Die Cast?
Incidentally, the mathematics· 
portions of \he 'examination is 
finite mathematics.' So, i11/ 
essence, this shall be an ex: 
treme burden for the total enroll­
ment of the City University ____: 
especially for· those of us who 
aren't, receivin_g any torm(s) of 
financial assistance. And, qy the 
way, some of the financial aids 
shall be calling for a certain 
In a pas_t article that I had writ­
ten for this newspaper, I made 
mention of a bill that was en- · 
acted by the New York state 
government, which entails State 
aid to the City University (A-9024 
and S-7071 ). After having the 
chance to personally review said 
bill.· it has no significance for 
any form(s) of State aid to thi_s . 
Rhodesia: 
· By GODFREY _SANDIFORD 
Three weeks ago Dr. Jonas E. 
Salk, the American physiciar'! 
who developed a vaccine to pre­
vent poliomyelitis, paid a visit t(! 
the Mt. Sinai Medical School in 
New York City: Reporters ac­
companying him on the tour 
questioned him about_ his early 
life and his ultimate develop­
ment of the polio vac�ine. 
Will A New Gen·eration Be Born Free? 
By NICOLE VIXAMAR of months ago that "our country western forces in Angola. Brit-
Prime Minis_ter Ian Smith's has been attacked and our peo- ain does not think that Castro's 
white racist regime in Rhodesia pie are being massacred. We are forces will engage I in heavy 
is one of the most thorny topics in a state of war." A debilitating fighting in Rhodesia as. they die 
these days. Ian Smith who is . racial -war· between .black and· in Angola unless Smith receives 
now 56 years old came to power wh.ite ruled· reg'imes is rapidly ,large reinforcements of.,. South 
12 years ago and then led Rho- engulfing Southern Africa, and Africans or white mercenaries .. 
desia's illegal breakaway from local civilian populations along On the other hand, there is the 
Britain in 1965. Since then he both sides of the border are vie- danger- that Mo�cow might reply 
has repeatedly pledged that tim.s of both governmeAts. While if Smith 1-aunches a preemptive 
there will l;)e no majority rule in Smith's 12,000 troops will have strike against Mozambique 
his lifetime; he is refusing to . probably little. trouble containing which· has no. air fore� by ap-
, make a peaceful settlement for_ the· guerrillas, it go.es without proving use of Cuban MIG 17s 
early black majority rule• and is· saying- that if·'ther,e -is a war in and 21 s against Rhodesia. That 
therefore facing. a bitter war of- - Rh0desia, the c;liplcimatic and wou Id obviously mean - the end· 
liberation li>_y blacks that could economic isolation- ·that's· ere- of all ·1ingerlng ·nopes- for a 
engulf all of southern Africa. ated as a result of Mozam- peaceful solution to Rhodesia's· 
Many African governments bique's action-will ·be k·een.ly and fu.ture·. , 
concerned about the fate of· immediately felt. · :J'he only way Soviet influence 
Rhodesia warned that ·unless Landlocked Rhodesia sends in black Africa can be contained 
real progress is made within a more than half its exports is to satisfy the ·legitimate 
short time they will remove re- (principally· tobacco, asbestos aspirations of Africa's blirck 
straints from black Rhodesian and nickel)- through Mozams m.ajorities:. However, Britain's 
guerrillas anxious to use their bique to the Indian-Ocean ports former Prime Minister Harold 
territories as a base for opera- of Beira and Maputo. President Wilson not o"nly _ applayded 
tions. Granting majority rule to ' Machel has· already warned that Mozambique's imposition of 
Rh'ode·sia's 5.8 million blacks he would invade· Rhodesia -'if sanctions against Rhodesia but 
· (vs. 273,000 whites) seems to.be Moz.ambique's borders were vio- also approved up to $30 m'i:llion 
· out · of the question for Ian lated and would cut off those in emergency humanitarian aid 
Smifh. ·Political parity, however, lifelines. Nearly 40 percent of to heli,, the hard-pressed 
is being considered betwe_en Rhodesian exports and imports Mozambique economy ·surv1ve 
Smith's governments .and' 'the. moved along tt:iose.Mozambique - the -los·s -0f. crucial r-ail· revenue · 
moderate . African, nation-alis.t, raik lines:· Alter.nate -routes from Rhodesia. Britain offered to 
Joshu� Nkomo, at some future through South Afr.ica are already _ send trqops to protect whites 
date throug,ti equal representa- congested; 'however, Machel's and blacks alike du:ring a· transi­
tion in par�ia_mer:it which, .n,?w. action may be costly for Mozam- tion period and underwrite the contains ·so whitei, arid 16 bique as welL Suspension of financial costs of resettling-Rho- ._ 
blacks. . . Rhodesian trade will cost desian whites'in Britain and oth-
1.an Smith still tries to keep his Mozambique $40 million a- year er Western 'countries if S'mith 
calm and dominate the situation and put thousands out of work accepts early black majority 
although-since the first cif .the at a time when Mozambique rule. 
year guerrilla activity against needs immediate help to stave The United States hopes fhat 
him has been on the rise. The off widespread hunger among Smith will come to an agreement· 
self-styled Zimbalbwe -li�eration its people. The internal affairs of with Rhodesia's black majority 
army with an estimated 10,000 -Southern Africa have a world- so that Cuban troops would_not· 
guerrillas in Mozambique alone wide · reprecussion. try · any further adventurism in 
is ready to attack at any Given the perilous state of Africa. How·ever, there is also 
moment. The possibility that Machel's economy, he may be the fear that governments in 
-Rhodesia would become the tempted to invite Cubans in for a Havana and -Moscow in concert 
cockpit of Africa's next violent quick direct blow against Rho- with newly militant black nations 
conflict grows stea,d,ily_ strof.lge�: desia. The Cuba·hs, ·fresh after _ will contrive-successfully to turn 
Charging Rhodesia with recent victories in Angola', may. Southern Africa into -a commu­
aggression against his"country, move into the · Rhodesi'an nist provinc·s. It is only hoped 
Mozambique's President 'Machel ·stfUggle with sophisticated wea- that a settlement will come shor­
told his 8.3 million people in· a ponry '- armor, artillery and tly to enabl'e blaoks·to r,ule their 
radio l:iroadcast made a, coupl _e rockets 't�at defea_te_d pro- own co·untry._· · 
. · -- ·1: ':r -,1. -·1-:··-·:- • n 
During that ·question and an- . When-an examination is made 
swer period, Dr. Salk said that of the. present student break­
his parents were very poor peo- down . in CUNY, only Brooklyn 
pie who had little or no money, College with 26.3_ percent, Hunt­
but they had a great desire _for er College 37.4 percent, Lehman 
him to go to college. He went on College with· 33.2_ percent and 
to describe how it looked totally Queens. College with 24.9 per­
hopeless for him to go to cent do· not have large minority 
college when he was approach- student bodies.· On the other 
ing college age, and how he and1 hand, Baruch with·41.7 percent, 
his parernts_contemplated a non- · City College- with 61.2 percent, 
college career for him. . Johr;i Jay College wi'th 44.4 per-
However, because of City cent. M'edgar Evers-College with 
College and i.ts free tuition. 96.2 percent and York · College 
policy, Dr. Jonas Salk did attend- with 53.2 percent have either a 
college and today his accom- majority of Black and Puerto 
plishments in the health field are Rican students-or- are very close 
known throughout - the worlc/. to a majority. lqs therefore obvi­
What Dr. Sail< anq his pc1,rents ous that Goveroor Carey, Mayor 
experienced in rn30 is still evi- Beame qnd Cn_an'.c'eWor Kibbee, 
dent in 1976: Poverty still places if they get their way, _,will drasti­
an almost insurmountable obsta- cally_alter _ the lives of thousands 
cle in .the path of many parents of Black and Puerto Rican stu­
who want to send. their children dents, who are curr,�ntlY,, 
to college. But the City 'Uni- ,eorolled . in th_e. Uriiver-s\ty,- .as· 
versity of New Yo�k has offered well as· those high schooi stu­
the opportunity for the poor to dents who may want to enter the 
get a good tuitiori-free educa- Universfty; ·01:1f 'are uAfo.rtu.n�ately 
tion. ,' . 
. . 
coming out of ''low ac,·ademic"· 
N_ow it seems that the last high schools. ·. • ··- ,- ' hope of the poor for a free qual- Coupled' -with th'ese 'sfatistics 
ity education is in danger of e_x- are the intense· scfU'.tiny of· the•.: 
tinctiori. Tuition will mean the' City Universlty at 1 this' time•�artd 
abandonment of a prlnciple that __ the 'deliberate spe'ed to chaf§e'·' 
opened the University's do9rs to tui'tiori' -afte·r 127 years of·free !<i!Jit 
the children of immigrants for lion. These actions are h·igh11y_­
deca'des. The immigrants are- questionable. Moreover. the 
still coming, and they as well as .plan to eliminate open ·enrol'l­
their children are now using the ment; 'after it has been· werR-ing· 
University. But th.ere is now a,:i-. so well, smacks of "·academic'·,. 
other grdup which is even more genocide" whe�e ·Bla'ck .=rnc:J-� 
deserving than the· immigrants.· Puerto· ·Rican students are c'ci-n-' ' 
The Black and Puerto· Rican stu- cerned. · At a protest meeting in 
dents who are today the Queens.a few months ag·o,,Dort-·· 
children of the new urba·n un- aid Manes:. the Borough Presi-i · 
derclass are· about to be cut off dent, said, ''When yo,u· start cl<'i's- '· 
· fr.om a certain rise oui of poverty ing colleges 'in the City ·of New· 
and the ghetto. York, you begin to say- ,to ·'!he 1 
The powers that be in.thts City people there's never going 1o·be 
and at the Board of Higher a better' day" ' · - · ·, · 
· Education have all but declared When ·Dr. Jonas Salk was,i1W 
. that neither the State- of New Mt.. Sin�i Medical ·school: 1i' 
York, nor the CHy of New York reporter w'ith him asked· 'a\11·· 
can any longer afford to have - e·ight-year-old boy if he.had·eVer'·0 
free tuition at the City Univer- heard of polio, and· the b0y s'aic() 
sity, which has been ·a way of no. The feelin·g among ·the p'er-' · 
life in the City for 127 -years, nor sons- a'i 'the .si'te was t)rafit6'd13''  
can they continue to have the that he will never -reall�F-h-ave fef} 
open admissions policy which is know the pain of poliomyelitrs·, (, 
but six years in existence. th.anks to Dr. Jonas 'Salk; 1wfld 
The discontinuance oi' free after -many years, still '.disp·lays' 
tuition will hit the middle-class an· affection and gratitucfe for":. 
studenis hard,' bec'ause unlike the free tuition policy at thl!''0'i't�1;·· 
minority students' many of them University· which afforded• .him . 
will not qualify for financial the oppo'rtunity to fl.'.llly u-ti11te' 
assistance. . his talents. . ' ., .. , ... 
Open admissions, on the other Unless·, the students beg'in' 
hand, will hav�_the mo�t damag- now to put unrelentri1g i:>'fessllre v 
ing· effect on minority studen)s, on their representat1�es _at City·., 
since most of the Chancellor's Hall, in Albany; and in'CongreM:· 
proposals are directiy pointed at next September will t5e top late 
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Incidental Education 
By PHIL VASSALLO 
have been a member of the 
Baruch Community for five years 
and I have one more year before 
I receive my degree. 
I came here as a disillusioned 
teenager who was just recover­
ing from his adolescent acne. I 
was living at home with my par­
ents of immigrant descent and 
my brother and sister. Midway 
through my education I settled 
into a three-room apartment in 
the Bronx where the rent was 
$100 a month. I hoped to make a 
den of vice and debauchery out 
of my new home. I now write 
these words as a married man at 
the age of twenty-two who has a 
lot more in common with his 
parents than h'e previously 
thought, and who looks at the 
future with a hopeful heart. 
Since I've been in Baruch, I 
worked as a janitor in White 
Castle for $2.32 an hour, where I 
learned how to clean ketchup 
off the ceiling. Then I worked in 
the Empire State Building for a 
shoe importing company as a 
return goods and sample clerk 
for $2.75 an hour. There I lear­
ned about how businessmen 
steal from their brothers, and 
how to buy your son a car so 
long as you write it off as a com­
pany expense. I also learned 
how to resent big bosses . who 
call you kid or even moron while 
at the same time lecturing you 
about the fact that you should 
r�spect every man, even the 
poor "slob of a spic who mops 
the floors when we close the of­
fice." I pushed a taxicab twelvll · 
hours a night (and occasionally 
still do), and there I learned that 
stealing is a must to make .a 
decent wage. I learned that the 
Penthouse People in Manhattan 
are the worst tippers and the 
slum dwellers of the South 
Bronx are the best. I relearned 
my street sense by knowing 
'Honest" Jimmy Carter 
By ROBERT M. BARTELL 
Liberty Lobby News Service 
Washington, D.C. . 
Perhaps one reason Jimmy 
Carter is moving to the forefront 
-.in the Democratic presidential 
campaign is that he is consid­
ered by many people to be a 
solid, hard-wor.king, and, above 
all, honest politician. After all, 
Carter says, "I grow peanuts 
over in Georgia, I'm the first 
child in my daddy's family who 
ever had a char,ice. I used to get 
up at 4 o'clock in 'the morning to 
pick peanuts. My house had no 
running water or electricity but I 
made it to the U.S. Naval Aca­
demy and became a nuclear. 
physicist under Admiral Rick­
over. 
"Then I came back home and 
;.:i�t interested in community af­
fa irs. In 19 70 I became ,governor 
of Georgia with a campaign that 
- appealed to -all the people. I re­
organized cthe state government 
and -provided love, competence\ 
and compa·ssion for all people. 
, more than $90 million and when 
he left office four years Jater the 
surplus had shrunk to $48 
million. 
On a few issues, however, 
Jimmy. Carter. is:_c.lec)r .an<;l c;qn­
sistent: he favors' str.ict'handgun· 
confr0ls, compulsory oational 
he_alth care, and a tough envir­
onmental policy; He �upports 
.stronge� regi,n;ien,tc\tior;i QI busi­
ness, favors a halt to B-1 bom­
ber prcduction, blanket pardon 
to all Vietnam era draft evaders, 
and repeal of right-to-work laws. 
And, he supports the Equal 
'Rights Amendment. 
·Well, even this .earlY, in the 
game the pervading sense of 
drowning in campaign rhetoric 
is p'ermeating the nation and 
when N_ovemt:>er- draws near, 
campaign rheto r.ic . will grow 
more str<ider.it : 'One thing to 
remember is to take J'immy Car­
ter's. peanuts w.ith a liberal dash 
of salt. 
which type of people to avoid 
and which type to look for; but I 
also learned that I'm not .God 
and cannot always tell who the 
hell will stick a gun to my head 
if I pick them up in my cab. I 
learned the ways of the gam­
bling addicts who literally break 
down if they don't have a few 
dollars to lose at the track. I 
learned that the City cares . 
enough about lower Fifth Ave­
�ue t� pave the street while up­
town In Harlem there a r.e craters 
in the road. I learned that most 
people look at cab drivers as 
human scum and couldn't care 
less who you were so long as 
you got them there for their ·8:17 
train. I learned that despite my 
name is plastered on the dash­
board, most prefer to call me 
driver. Now I'm working "Yilh 
profoundly mentally retarded 
children at Ward's Island for $ 70 
a week. ·Mariy of the eighty­
seven r_esLd_ents "'<lre epileptics. 
Soo:ie are paralyzed and con­
fined· to a, wheelchair. A number 
of the.m parry he'p�t'itis. Others 
a!e �i\her 'blind ()� de�f mutes or 
twth. Qr>ly cl ha,ndful of them 
-speak ··some form of ·English. 
Lookin§! into the case history of 
one particular resident, I noted 
his I.Q. of 8. If I only learned one 
thing at this -job it must be that 
some people, no matter how 
physically and mentally defi­
cient, have an intense desire to 
live. They have been alive all 
these years wit/l almost nothing, 
but. they have not giv_en up. 
Perhaps I have also learned that 
a human respo(lse, 110 matter 
.ho)IV small, is · tremendously 
si@nificant. 
(Continued on Page 17) 
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Reforming The Electoral College 
honest and believable, but un-
fortunately, Mr. Carter seems to (Continued from Page 8) rights is the an�wer to the finan-
have feet of clay ... e_yen the York Sfate government. won-· dal squeeze bf the City Univer- ' 
reg clay of Georgia. dering if you are aware of the' · sity of New .York. Ori the whole 
By TOM DiPASQUA 
Although this is a year when a 
president-ial election will . be 
held, lhe people of· the United 
States will not ,be vo,ting· for a 
Pres,ideAt. The President will be 
ele,cted on the votes of 539 
me,m bers pf the 1;:lector al 
Co,llege. 
gates and Henry Clay came in To begin with, Jimmy Carter is fact ' that all of this bull sh-t one can say that the financial a(-
third with 13 percent' of. the not a nuclear physicist. He did could have been averted. In fact, fairs of the City of New York are 
popular ,v0 te,.and 3 7  E!e<;:toral. get a standard bachelor of Naval most of the· demonstrations t>�ing· ,solved at the exJ!)ense of 
votes. Mr. Clay th�ew his sup- Science degree; at: J.\nnapolis., and/0r riots that will tie p,laguiRg · tt:re p60r. 1By the way, the ·white. 
port to Mr. 'Adams and Adams And he did work -under ·Admiral New York .G::ity.in th.e· near-future· members- of the B·oard• of Higher -. 
became President. For his sup- Rickover, but as a·paper. pusher, as w.ell as
· th0se that · have hap-· Education refused 10· examine, 
port to Adams Glay. became not as a physrcist. His campaign pened 'in: the past could have the restructurin·g that was 
Secretary of State. 
· 
staff reports 'they are in the proc- been halted with the adoption:of . rssued by , tlie ·three minori,ty 
Jn 1968 when Georg� Wailace ess of changing the campaign the plan by the three . .m inority members of-the Boaro of Higher 
was running for presid·ent he literature making those· claims. members of the B'oard of Higher Education. ' 
T�e . Electoral College was stated that all he had to do to - Carter does owh i.l peanut Education. · . In essence, this plan could 
es_tat)lish�d .at the beginning of win the election was get.36 per- farm which is run by his br:other. Since Wingfield· has· said· that have· done ·the following things 
the repu�Lic when it became ap- cent of the popular vote (with H.e has become pers.onally he is not in search of' other em- for the City Unjversity of New 
pc;ir�nt that no one was g0ing to the other two candidates split- wealthy, ar.id -he never was too ploym_en.t,- I will I pr�sent ;docu- York. They are as .follqws: ke�p 
ee able to count the actual vote ting the other 64 percent), poor,. �Y warehousing and shell- mented .pr.oof 01·. sa id, affair- that free tuition, save the open ad- , 
for each ca,ndidate. A delegate • Well, Governor Wallace over: iog other farmers' peanu1s and he is looKing for other .employ- missions policy, maintain qui!lity 
w.as "selS{;ted from each voting ca l.c.ulated. ·To win the ,election . from· commodity trading. Carter ment. , education, and, in fact, save the · 
di$trict in the, coµ,ntry c>ne the he only had to wio 10 stat�s. Ten has tord yo_ ungsters all oyer the I must. admit _ that-,..,tne -w0rd · City, University $90 ·million. 
del�,gat�, voted for, th.e presi.dent. states can give a . Pr�sid�nt a country to write •to him:- He. �aid, "throughout" wa_sn't the correct Therefore, all. the, elame-, faults, 
Uotil this day the defegate has a majqrity. Observe: "If you have· any questions O( word. But due to the·qlfaot_ity of as wet� as tne errors of. tt,e City 
mor.al commitment to vote for C:a tiforr-tia· _ 40 . a
qvice fof me,-please write .. Jus .t resumes he, sent out thr.oughout University rest -on the hands of 
t�, C-9-n,didate that the. people. in Texas ., 25 pu
t,,Jimmy Garter-,.Plair.is.-Ga. o.n / the,,country,-.-one,c.ould, assum� .. all the,.whi.t�·-,member_s ot th.e 
his district vote for, but there is . Illinois ,,-26, _t
he envelope -and 1'11··,gE!t- it. I . tt'\atw.as �hro.ughout.,tn essence,. Boar&· of tHigher Education. 
· n0.!hi_n.g if! the-lew y.'hicl'l. S!3YS he � . Ohio- . . 26 
open every. Aettei: · myself arn;I · it ,was-:extensive. Anyhow, .I -ex-· 'Vbu, s��;·'the C\'ry-·'uhrversity 
has to., OR many occasions the ·- Penn�y-lvani_a ,29 
' reatl them. all\'' · · · pected President Wing-f.i,eld, to- coulcV ·hav·e su:i:v1ved by· t'tie-
d�l�gate _has not. In 1972, for in- New York · . W
ell, of course, that's patently- deny, it.·. , ·/ ·· ;.- , · . ·, , ,
. · 
' 43 ridiculous.- . He rec.eiv� hun,• On·•the ,whole; most-of.the d_ ata : 





�e �:op���!: . N�w .J1rsey 
. 17. . dreds ot.' letters each day. on·which I b'ase my articles are 
future 'of tllis'Lfrii\iersity reSts on 
of:tbe bibertarian party· while his -
Michigan
. '21<' Carter claims that while Gov- on- concrete th-in.gs such as the 
. 
t�e. hands 0� t�e-,.elected offi-
P��le-'.' voted_for Richard Nbctrn. _ 
Mastachusetts -��. ernor of Georgia he perform�d a CUNY Data Books, Kibbee's 
ciafs. The white-members-of the 
There have been far more seri-
North.·Garolina 
.278 revolution in government
 that· ProP,osal for· the R.estructurin.g __ 
8.0�rd could .have. _a! leaSt 
ous in�idents. In 1888 Grover. 
TOTAL. abQlished 27-8 of 300 state agen- of the . City University 0f New 'r�vi
ewed the pl�n submttted �y 
Glevelar.id was elected on the 
270· needea to,, election cies -and reduced administrative. Yprk, Kibbee's politi@al rational 
the. three m_mon� me_mbers, in 
poi;>ut�r 'tote but ....;as defeatecl iA To those interested in' · the. costs by 50 per cent. Act11ally he {oreclo.sures. the laws !ind .
,-th� �hich the Oity University of· Ne_w 
1he-. electoral college. Ip 1a76- popula.r-vote in such an election, merely combined those 278 bylaws of the Board of H(gher · 
_ork had a good_ <;:hance of s�r­
Samt1.el . j,- Tilden was -erectea if each can_didate got 51, percent agencies into a r.iumber of divi- Education - just to cite a fbw of 
viv� I. T_he survival of .the. Ctty 
Pr-esident over Rutherford B. ot the popular vote ln a state he sions or super-agencies and _in- them .. So, in essence, that is the 
Univers ity o� New _ York IS dismal 
Mayes,· wit·h 51 percent of the carried, tt'ie candidate carrying stead of reducing' administrative information that I based my 
due to_ the financial cr_unch and 
vote· but lost in the College 185 the 40 states·would wi� the el!3C- costs by 50 percent, ·-t,h� actu- ogiAions on. The only thing that 
JUSt thtnk �bout the exis�ence �f 
to. \84. The most blatant abuse tion by 150,000 votes but would ally increased by 49 percent in I can say to you is that, it is left 
the. non:,,vhite c�mpon_ents _of .th!s · 
of, the system occurred in 1826 not assume tfle Presidency ee- his four year.s as govemor. ' up to you to decide-who·has the 
Un_iversity -.<?1ty �ni�ersity will 
when Andrew Jackson was elec- cause ot this antiquated- system. Carter also cfaims that he left correct understanding. 
be, 90 percei;it w_hite. 
ted Preside�t with 43 percent of· It is time for the _Congress to G!:)0rgia -with a $11.6, million The survival fo.r the City U
.ni- All the rnistakee-.that are mani-
the popular,. vote (a landslide) look into this system_ and make budget Sl,!rplus, lo his bjog�-aphy versity 
looks bleak and dis·mal fest in the City University are the 
and 99 delegates. John Qu incey America a nation that it is sup- fie -claimed .it was $200 minion. ,·when we have certain persons errors of a few o
f the elected 
Aciams came in second with 30 pos.ed to -be: "Of the people, ·by- _ The -truth· is that ·wh�ri �e tooK wt'\o feet that by excluding all officials and the wh
ite members 
-�c�nt of 1he va.tes-�n� 84 'dele- ·th� �
ple.�.and for_ th�·-people:" ·_office the �fate' had -� �urplus of the non;w�tes t�eir, education_al ef !he Board �f. Higer- Education� 
' 
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· language Lab
By DIANA WILLIAMS 
Below are 'scenes from the Language Lab at Baruch 
College. For more information, contact Dr. Mary Paz 
'Aspe, Chairperson of the Student Affairs Committee 
in the Romance Languages Department. 
Representatives vo ,ted for student corru:nittees, at a \ 
meeting Toesday, May 11. Although seventy students 
came to' a preliminary meeting 1Iast Friday,_ twenty-rive 
day students were prepared to vote pn Tuesday after-
. noon. 
Refreshments and foreign language books were 
made available to students by the Department. Even­
ing students also participated in the ballot. 
The standing committees for the 1976-77 academic 
semester are: Curriculum, Student Affairs, Honors 
and Awards, Language Lab, and Library Committee. 
French, Italian and Spanish students will consider­
course selection, reading requirements, job place­
ment, exam schedules, and sp forth. 
The balloting was ar.ranged ·by Dr. Mary Paz Aspe 
,anl s.everai students were helpful in se.rving refresh­
ments. Chairperson Katherine Hampares and other 
fa6ulty members attended the meeting. 
Curriculum Committee 
Havazelet Zairi ... '..... . . . . . . . . . . . ·... \..... French 
Marie Ma'nicameli ........................... Italian 
Pedro q. Rodrique� . . . . . . . . ... Night - Spanish 
Mercedes· Lorenzo. . . . . . . . . . . .. Spanish 
Student Affairs 
' ·Maria· Mancianeli . . . . . ... . . . . . ...... Italian 
· Sol Pineiro ...................... '...... . .Spanish 
H�ntz An�re . . . . .  . . . :.French 
Enberto Perez.... . . . . ... Spanish 
David Weiss .. , ......







... '(.. . .Spanish 
Margaret Castillo ... \. . .. Spanish 
Teresita Martinez . . . . . . . ... ·... Italian 
Honors and Awards 
llso Romero ....... . .. .... . ,:;, .... 
Maria. Mancianeli .. 
Mabel Barrette .. 
Lorenzo Morejon 
Eriberto Perez .. 
La�guage Lab 
FazlE:l Daslgir .. 
Marlene Spinello 
Letore Raphael .. 
· Library Committee 
Carol Targum . . . . . . . . 
-
Rita Gkspore ........ . 
Migdalie Tebron .. . 
... French 
. ... Italian 
. .Spanish 








An Open Letter To T�e Faculty And St�dents _ 
I 
,, 
· The political situation and at- authorize'q to have anti-cutbacks.. Mo(e charges have been f[!ed 
mosphere at Baruch are v,ery leaflets duplicated.1After an'hour aga,inst me· oy Hank Testa, also 
tense. There have been alleged of the hearing the committee \Ia supporter and di,stributor of 
assaults, and charges and cour:i- ruled th-at they would hear no the . Baruch Eye, .and I am 
ter-charges f[II the ·· �amp1,1 s more because of the lack of. sched'uled to appear ··agai-rn 
newspapers. A slander sheet evidence against me. Further, before the Dis9ipline Committee 
. called the Baruch Eye has been t_hey refused to hear tlliree other on Monda Y, May 1 7. The 
circulated calling fo r  my witnesses that I brought to the charges are identicql to Ms. 
assassination ·because1 I am the he,aring. 
' 1 
Gioscia's. 
editor of the Sentry, and the The procedure followed by the, I �ave proven ? beyond a 
distributors and supporters of committee was in conflict with shadow of a· doubt, with the 
the Baruch Eye disagree with my the U.S. Constitution and gave testimony of Harry Gibbs that I 
ideas and activities. · \ the go ahead to anyone wh� am innocent. Yet tl]e charge� 
1 
This mak�s an atmoppliere wants to further harass me with were 'not dropped, ·and I am 
that is not democratic,. no,r is it trials. that .are not based on an¥ faced with identical charges 
conducive lto academ'ic lear- evidence. These charges twelve days later. What Is to 
ning. This country is based on ag?inst me shoulg, have been· prot ect me . 
from t'hese 
the principles of freedom of dropped. ,regardless of the lack harassment trials? How many 
speeclli, assembly, and the o/ evidens;e, but on the basis of times do I have to prove rT)Y in-, 
press. These basie democ;;ratic Gibb 's testimony alone. nocence? Will the Discipline 
rights are being violated at / "'-
Baruch on almost a daily basis. Design_ ers et M_odels . Clu' b On April 1, 1'was brought up 
on charges by Karen_ Gioscia, a 
A C 
· 
S · h I ,· supporter and distributor of the fe8(fl/e (J(C. in I Jme 
Barucl)_ Eye, for allegedly By ELD�IDGE DANIEL misu sing student f ees for The threads of-creativity with-0uplicatiffg services! At the in our school have rapidly be­hearing held by the Student- come undone. Less students are Faculty Disciplir:ie Committee on carir;ig about c�eating an· envir­_May 5, Harry Gibbs, former Day 
onment worth learning in - and Se.ssion Student Government 
the stt.1dent body is beginning to President, testified that I was fit as snugly into tne labyrinth of 
Women Better at Business sterile corridors as p mop fits 
According, to Dr:' Thomas into a mop bucket. 
Bausch, dean of the College df There are fewer stu·dents who Business Administration, women care, and. those who do care 
business majors are generally·' deserve encouragement and better students than their male. recognition for trying to make counterparts. "Most girls who this college a better place to major in ' business are very 
exist in. highly motivated," commented 
Bausch. "Also, they do better One such person is Rome 
because they are largely a self- Neal who founded the Designers 
·elected group. Most girls have · et Models Club in September, 
chosen to major- in business. 1975, to give c;;reative people a 
They are less liiely to drift into a chance to display their talent. At· 
business major than some guys ihe club's inception there were 
w�o tl:iink, 'Well, I have to major only a few members ,who were 
in something.' " interested, but within a few mon-
th'§ the 'Club began to . attract 
more people and held its first 
fashion' show last yearr Since 
then it has been constantly im­
proving upon its performance� 
taking the criticism amd using it 
constructively. 
The club . will shortly prese.nt 
its Mid-Spring Fantasy Show on 
May 21st at 8:00 p.m. Janice 
Williams, the club trea�urer ec­
statically. announces that "A lot 
of effort has gone into this 
show, and I'm sure it will be our 
best show to date." Oscar Bon­
arparte, the presiqent, is, also 
enthusiastic al:>out the upcom-
, ing Fantasy Fashi0n Show, 
which will feature riot only con­
temporary spring fashion but 
also drama, singing, interpretive 
dance, and comedy segments. 
Le t 's hope the Baruch 
community will attend and sup­
port this event. 
j, =I/ ,1 I,·,• 
Committee drop the charges this 
time as tl:ley should, or will they 
leave �e floating, waiting for 
more cl:larges and trials? 
I appeal to the fac1,1lty and 
students of this sc,hool to sup­
port my demlJCratic rights, my 
right to a fair and speedy trial,, I 
hope that Y.OU will vo�ce· your 
conce r n  about the en­
dangermemt of dem0i;;ratic rights 
at Barucl:l and to make you,f sup-
port f,or democ,ratic · roights 
l<n.0.w-n to the members 0f the 
Studemt-Faculty Discipline C.om­
mi-ttee and the Administration. 
Tl:lank you, 
Mark L. Friedman 
Mid-May Film FestiVfll 
The Baruch College Mid-May 
Film Fe s tival, "Women in 
FoctJs," will continue on Tues- , 
day, May 18, in the 24th Street 
Building in Ro0m · 111 (Aud'io­
Visual Studio) and Room 114
°
. 
The Pes\ival will present the' 
films of five 'well-known filmmak­
ers, who will be present to talk 
abou-t their ·careers _and their 
films. Ranging from d.ocu­
mentaries . and fiction filrrrq" to 
·commercials, the prize-winning 
films employ a wide variety of 
live-action and animation tech-
niques, 1 _ 
A multi-media ex·hibit, "!n And 
Out of The Picture,", will be held 
during the Festival in Room 114, 
24th St., from 9:00 to 5:00 .. Docu­
menting some of the many con­
trib-utions women have made 
throughout the history of film, 
both in ,front and behind the 
camera, the exhibit will feature 
slide-shows a_nd videotape pre­
sentations, 
Tuesday, May 18, at 1:00 pm 
TISSA DAVID 
Films: Cockaboody, Electric Com­
pany and Sesame Street, com­
mercials 
Tissa David, who studied ani­
mation in Hungary and Paris, 
spent twelve years as •assistant 
to Grim Natwick, the designer of 
Betty 61oop and animator on 
Disney's Snow White. Animator, 
on · maoy of John and Faitlil 
Hl!Jbley's fillms, she is c-urremtly 
working on a featl!Jrie-length ver,-
sion of Raggedy Ann. 
Tuesday, May 18 at 3:00 pm 
LIVIA PEREZ 
,Films : Juvenile Justice, Criminal 
Justice 
Livia PereiZ, who began work 
in film as a producer-of commer­
ci,als, has produced "Reali­
dades" for National Educational 
Television and Busted at Four1een 
for' WNBC. She is i;;urre�tly co­
producing an origir:ial ballet f@r 
"Re,ali9ades," 
The Festival is jointly. sp@n­
sored by the Departments of 
English, Black and Hispanic 
Studies, Compensatory Pro­
grams, and Audio-Visual Serv­
ices. 
Festival Committee: Thelma 
Schenkel, Coordinator, English 
Dept.; Dr. Juamita Howard, Dept. 
of Black and H,ispanic Studies; 
Hattie Krein, C.ETA, Audio­
Visual Services; amd David Ger­
stein, CETA, Dept. of Com­
pensatory PJograms. 
For further information, call 
Thelma Schenkel', extensior;is 
7132, 7119. 
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A ST AR TREJ< STORY.�. 
(Continued lrom Pago 7) 
he be assigned to the Diplo­
matic Corps. His understanding 
of the natives mentality proves 
that he would be a valuable 
member 
We have lost two days. Since 
our escape. we have not been 
permitted to beam down to the 
surface of the planet. We have 
spent the time attempting to dis­
cover the answers to the mys­
tery of Harry Mudd and Cyrano 
Jones." 
··captain. I think I've got a 
way to get our answers," said 
Scott over the intercom. "If 
you'll meet me in the transporter 
room. I'll show you." 
Three minutes later, Captain 
Kirk and Mr. Spock were being 
given a lecture on transporter 
beam thievery by Engineering 
Officer Scott. 
1·so. ye see. if we channel the 
power of the warp engines 
through the transporter circuits 
and train them on a weaker 
beam. we canna snatch who 
ever Is in that beam right aboard 
ship." 
"Captain. I should point out 
that such a manuever is against 
fourteen different Federation 
regulations If such an incident 
were to get back to Starfleet 
Command. everyone involved 
could expect a court martial and 
a sentence on a penal colony. A 
long one." said Mr. Spock. 
"And yet, Mr. Spock, if we fail 
to secure the dilitheum crystals, 
the consequences to the galaxy 
could be even more far-reach­
ing. On my ·responsibility we 
shall take the risk. I wouldn't be 
that concerned, Mr. Spock, 
about my career. Considering 
it's my word against their's, I 
don't think I'll be in that much 
trouble. Besides. can you see 
Harry Mudd reporting anything 
to any authority?" 
"It is still a considerable risk." 
"But one I must take. It is the 
mission that's most important." 
· "Very well, Captain." 
"Scotty, I want a twenty-four 
hour watch put on the transport­
er and the sensors. As soon as 
those two start beaming, I want 
them brought on board. Coordi­
nate it with Lt. Uhura." 
"Captain Kirk, report to the 
Transporter Room, Captain Kirk, 
report to the Transporter 
Room." By the time Lt. Uhura 
repeated her announcement for 
the third time, Captain Kirk was 
already running down the corri­
dors. He burst into the transport­
er room just as two figures were 
materializing in the reception 
area. Harry Mudd and Cyrano 
Jones had been beam-napped. 
"Gentlemen. welcome aboard 
the Enterprise," said Kirk, "I do 
. hope you'll find your stay 
rewarding." 
"Kirk, this is against Federa­
tion law. Do you know what'the 
penalties are?" shouted Harry 
Mudd, his moustache bristling. 
"Mr. Spoc� could probably 
recite every one of them, but I 
don't think it is necessary. Since 
you two are trying to be negotia­
tors, I thought we could negoti­
ate. For example, I could find 
out all about what is going· on by 
either placing you in . Or. 
McCoy's hands or have Mr. 
Spock use his Vulcan . mind 
probe. Instead of those alterna­
tives, I offer you an extremely 
well-cooked meal and some ex­
cellent Saurian brandy to wash 
it down with. In exchange for 
this you two will impart some in­
formation to us." 
'"Captain Kirk, friend Kirk, I 
I 
have been living on his cooking 
for longer than I care to remem­
be,r," said Cyrano Jones. "Even 
if he wants to stand there, I'll tell 
you what you want to know. 
Space rations can get excrutiat­
ingly boring." 
The meal was greatly appreci­
ated. As Harry'Mudd and Cyrano 
Jones finished their desserts 
Captain Kirk beg?n to interro­
gate them. 
"Gentlemen. we have fulfilled 
our part, now it is time for you. 
What, exactly, are you doing 
here?" 
"We were just passing by 
when our ship became dis­
abled . ·" 
"FALSE STATEMENT . . UN­
TRUE" 
Captain Kirk smile,d. "I hope 
you won't mind. I took the liberty 
of hooking up our computer to 
this room. It will react that way 
every time you speak a state­
ment that is false. Now, I hope 
you will be prone to veracity. 
You do remember the alter­
natives?" 
"That's just like you, Kirk. Not 
trusting an honest busi­
nessman," said Harry Mudd with 
an evil look on his face. 
"The day you bec;onie an hon­
est businessman, that's the day 
I'll start trusting you. Now, what 
are you doing here?" 
"Well, it won't do us any harm 
if you know. We are represent­
ing a rival government for the 
crystals." 
"Which government?" 
"The Romulan Empire." 
"The Romulans?" 
"Yes, they need dilitheum cry­
stals as. much as the Federation. 
Si�ce they are such strict isola­
tionists, they hired us to do the 
job. We get a fat commission 
and a pardon from the Federa­
tion." 
"I tail to see how these nego­
tiations could acquire tor you a 
Federation pardon," said Mr. 
Spock. 
"It will come through the 
highest Federation authorities. 
The Romulans, or rather, we, in­
sisted on it as part of the 
payment to do the job," an­
swered Cyrano Jones. 
"And the Federation agreed? 
Since when do they play both 
ends against the middle?'' 
. "They didn't know for what we 
were being hired when the deal 
went through." 
"So you two were able to con 
the Federation High Command 
into pardons. Well, I wonder if 
they are aware of your records? 
Enough of the history. How have 
you two been getting· along with 
the High Darb?" 
"Do you really think we'll tell 
your royal Captaincy tt)at?" 
sneered Harry Mudd. 
"Yes, we do, Harry. You want 
to get back to your negotiations, 
and we want to get back to our 
mission. Now, you have two 
choices; you can either fill us in 
and return to your ship with 
absolutely nothing said or you 
can stay in our brig until we ei­
ther conclude our negotiations 
or fail. If we fail, you'll fail 
because you'll never get the 
chance to report back to the 
Romulans. And without that 
report they will think you failed, 
and if you fail, they wor't be 
disposed to extend their influ­
ence with the Federation.," 
"That's blackmail. You can't 
do that," shouted Cyrano Jones. 
"He can do that. Since1 he is 
doing it," offered Mr. Spock.1 
"Gentlemen, if you please," 
said Kirk. 
"Well, all right," said Harry, 
"we were about as far as you 
actually. They're afraid of any­
thing that goes against their god 
Breh. And, to put it bluntly, their 
god Breh has a big mouth'. Every 
time we sfart looking good, Breh 
puts his two cents in and puff 
goes the talks. We go back to 
page one and begin all over 
again. I swear, if I didn't have so 
much going in this thing, I'd 
have been on my way weeks 
ago," said Harry. 
"Harry, do you think that this 
god Breh is an actual being? 
That they worship not sort of 
nebulous thing but an actual 
god-like thing?" asked �iljc 
"Kirk, have you flipped your 
phaser?" asked Harry. 
"Not when yo·u consider the 
Organians." 
"He does have a point there," 
said Cyrano. 
Captain's Log - Supplemental 
- "It has been five days since 
we had our last meeting with the 
negotiating team of Mudd and 
Jones. They have agreed to give 
us all the information they possi­
bly can about the negotiations 
and the natives. In addition they 
have agreed to do what they can 
to have us back in the picture. In 
return, we will add our recom­
mendations to those of the 
Romulans, thus assuring our 
two friends the pardons they so 
badly want." 
"Captain, I have been unable 
to determine exactly what 
causes the mental phenomena 
that I mentioned to you," said 
Mr. Spock. ";A.II possible lines of 
Opinion: 
inquiry have led nowhere. If 
there is an actual god-like being 
as you described it, I am unable, 
with our present equipment. to 
detect any sign of it." 
"Very well. Mr. Spock. We will 
proceed on the assumption that 
there is nothing. Do you have 
any other ideas?" 
"Yes. We have since learned 
that the chances of our success 
have been reduced. It seems 
that the main vein of dilitheum 
crystals are in a cave that had 
been declared the property of 
Breh some many millenium ago. 
Violation of that cave means a 
slow tortuous death. Eiven if we, 
or Messrs. Mudd and Jones, are 
successful in getting permission 
to take the dilitheum, we would 
still have to contend with the 
priest class, who wou Id stop at 
nothing to keep us from violat­
ing their holy of holies. There­
fore, it seems logical to declare 
these negotiations, pointless and 
to recommend to· Starfleet that 
we f i_n'd other sources of 
dilitheum." 
"I don't want to do that as yet. 
The Enterprise has never failed 
to complete a mission, and I 
don't want to start a bad preced­
ent .with this one. Find me an an-
(Continued on Page 12/ 
Stop The Frame-Up 
Dean Senour in a further at­
tempt to harass student leaders 
has suspended Day Session 
Student Government President 
Christopher Niles, Fees Com­
mittee members Harry Gibbs 
and Carlyle Thornhill, and Editor 
of the Ticker Richard Rodriguez 
for an alleged assault on Mark 
Rohrlich. These . Black and 
Puerto Rican student leaders 
were suspended on May 11 af­
ter charges were filed by 
Rohrlich, a supporter and 
distributor of the Baruch Eye. 
Although Rohrlich was. allegedly 
assaulted by these four persons, 
he received no injuries what­
soever. 
have any input into Baruch. Are 
freedom of speech. assembly, 
and the press going to survive at 
Baruch, or will a handful of 
white racists, backed by the ad­
ministration be free to victimize 
who·ever disagrees with them? 
We urge all students to at­
tend the rally and trial. Your 
democratic rights are in 
jeopardy. If the Black and 
Puerto Rican student leaders 
are expelled, then you could be 
next._ We demand: Stop the 
Racist Frame-Up, Drop the 
Charges! · End Adminstration 
and right-wing harassment at 
Baruch. 
Rally Tuesday, May 18, outside 
23rd St. Bldg., 3:00 p.m. 
Speakers: Harry Gibbs, 
Carlyle Thornhill, Christopher 
Niles. Richard Rodriguez, and 
Representatives from campus 
clubs and other CUNY schools. 
This harassment of student 
leaders at Baruch· by Dean 
Senour and Baruch Eye sup- · 
porters has been extensive. For 
example, Gibbs, while DSSG 
President was charged by· 
Senour for ref.ushing to turn 
over to him the keys to the ballot Come to the trial Tuesday, 
boxes; Senour instigating the May 18th, 5:00 p.m. Rm. 512, 
removal of Mark Friedman as 24th St. Bldg. 
Editor of the Sentry. Rally sponsors inolude: Hantz 
In addition, Thornhill was Andre (Haitian Student 
assaulted by Karen Gioscia after Association), Regina Murray 
a Student Government meeting (212 Community Center), Baruch 
in front of half a dozen people, Student Coalition Against 
yet Senour would not even let • Racism, Harry Gibbs, Carlyle 
the Student-Faculty Discipline Thornhill, Richard Rodriguez, 
Committee hear the charges. Christopher Niles, Paulette 
Why is all of this happening at White (Helpline). Anna Rose 
Baruch? The defendants have Patti (Lamport Leaders). Juan 
been vocal advocates of Caraballo (SEEK Counselor). 
students rights, opponents of Frances Fawundu (SEEK Finan-
the budget cuts, administration cial Aid Coordinator), Elton 
interference into student affairs, Jones (Former V.P. DSSG), 
and racist practices at Baruch. Brenda Boone (V.Ps DSSG). 
Senour, and the Baruch Eye sup- Donald Devoe (President, 
porters stand in opposition to Baruch Young Socialist 
these positions and having Alliance), The Sentry, Richard 
Black and Puerto Rican leader- Warren (Ticker), Mark 
ship in Student Government. · McDonough (V.P. CCNY 
What is at stake in this Student Government). Giwan 
defense case, as well as that of Lutchman (President, BMCC 
Friedman's is the right of Black, Student Government), Melvin 
Asian or hispanic students to Chappel (BMCC University 
Enjoy Your 
Summer! 
Student Senate Rep.). Robert 
Randolph (Editor, Liberation, 
John Jay), Chuck Cairns (Chair­
man, Queens College Linguistic 
Society), Stafford Grannum 
(Caribbean Students Union)
P.R.I.D E. - ·  ETC. 
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STAR TREK ••• 
(Conllnu&d from Page 11) 
swer, Mr. Spock. One that will 
keep Starfleet, the natives, and 
the Romulans happy." 
"I will ponder it, Captain." 
Captain· Kirk left Mr. Spock's 
q·uarters, reflecting upon· his 
good fortune that he was able to 
get such information out of 
Harry Mudd. Between tiis in­
formation and our computers, 
we'll get an answer yet. 
"Captain Kirk-, feport to the 
briefing room!" 
Kirk punched a stud on the 
wall and answered, "On my way, 
Lt. Uhura." 
In the briefing room, Harry 
Mudd and Cyrano Jones were 
enjoying some Saurian brandy. 
"Kirk, old buddy, how would you 
like to get your hands on all the 
Beta Cygni'VI dilitheum that this 
ship can hold? We have been 
successful. There's just one lit­
tle thing you have to do to get' 
anything your little heart 
desires," said Harry Mudd, with. 
a grin from ear to ear. 
"And what, pray tell, is that?" 
"Well, it tak•es: a little telling. 
You see, I've been able to con-
vince the High Darb to do busi­
ness with us. By us I mean both 
the Federation 'and' the Ramu� 
lans. On an equal, fifty-fifty split, 
of course. What. was slowing me 
up was those priests. I finally 
was able to get -around that. I 
convinced them that their god 
Breh wasn't so hot. I told them if 
their god was so great, he would 
look after them in battle, so I 
challenged them to a war. If we 
win, we get all the dilitheum, if 
they win, we serve as slaves for 
the rest of our lives." 
"We cannot do that. You are 
familiar with the Prime Direc­
tive?" asked . Mr. Spock. 
"Of course, I'm familiar with it. 
That piece of regulation has 
caused me more trouble around 
this galaxy than almost anything 
else. You will not have to violate 
your precious Prime Directive." 
"You didn't remember it, I 
did," put in Cyrano Jones. 
"Actually, he didn't take us up 
on that. He realized that even 
though he didn't understand it, 
people who • drop in for a ,chat 
from 1he sky must have a great 
deal of power at their disposal, 
even though . he didn't know_ "Very well, I agree. But, Harry, 
what." if anything goes wrong, I'll get 
"You two are stall-ing. What is you. So help me, I will." 
the bottom line?" asked Kirk in "What can go wrong? You flip 
an annoyed voice. him a couple of times, he admits 
. "I'm getting there. What we defeat· and we get th e finally agreed on was this; the dilitheum." 
stakes are just what I satd. Only 
you will fight the High Darb in The area for the great fight 
hand-to-hand combat. Winner was a clearing on the edge of 
take all. Now, isn't that clever of the village of the High Darb. He 
_us?" marched' into the area where 
"How would you two like your Kirk, Spock, McCoy, Mudd, and 
necks wrung? Of all the bone- Jones were waiting. He had 
. he aded deals I've ever brought what seemed to be his 
heard . . . .  " e;,tire army with him. 
"Captain, wtiite I agree in "Looks ·like tie has quite a 
principle with your opinion, I rooting section for himself," ob-
should point out that this is the served Dr. McCoy. 
best opportunity we have had to "As long as all they do is 
get the dilitheum. While it makes cheer, I don't think I'll have any 
you feel angry, logically speak- trouble." 
ing, you should have very little The High Darb walked to the 
difficulty in defeating the High center of the cle_aring. He 
Darb. Your knowledge of space motioned to Kirk. Kirk walked. up 
karate should be a decided ad- to him and looked up. The High 
vantage," interjected Mr. Spock. -Darb was five inches taller, and 
"M
.
r. · Spock,· if anyone else probably weighed in at twenty­
had said that to me; I would five pounds heavier. 
doubt their motives. You actu- "Let this battle be for honor," 
ally believe this is a good idea?" said the High Darb. "Should you 
"I would not go so far as to defeat me, the power crystals in 
say that. I only say that it is the. the· ground of our beloved plan-· 
best opportunity;,we t.iave had so et will be yours. l_f I defeat you, 
far. To lose it··co,uld cau1>e a all the sky-people will be as 
great deal of lost time." . slaves for the rest of their lives. 
I� this agreed '10?" 
Mudd and Jones had done a 
good job of briefing Kirk. Thei� 
lives were on the line too: "i 
agree to the prizes as · stated.�­
There will be no interference,1111�') 
from either my people or yours.-.,, ·{!-, 
Neither you or. I. will use any 
weapon other than those of our 
own bodies. Dq you agree?" 
"I do so agree. Let the battle 
begin." 
With that, the High Darb 
kicked out with his left foot and '�/·­
caught Kirk in the shoulder, : -,:. 
knocking him to the ground. The ic'·-· 
Darb then dived for him but Kirk ,,.�, 
rolled away in the last possible , ;,;_� 
moment, causing the Darb to -� · 
land on the ground. As Kirk;,;
_, leaped on top of him to take 
hold, he realized that Mudd had 
tricked him again. Somehow, the 1 ;i, 
High Darb had a knowleqge of c!�., 
space karate and unless he was 
extremely lucky Kirk would lose '.� ·1 
this fight. , ·. 
While on top. of the Darb.'s 
back, Kirk tried to get a neck .i�., 
lock. He couldn't q�ite '."ake it('i .. 
because the. Darb hid his neckff'' 
by burying his head in-his chest. v, 
l'•he Darb snapped his :back and 
threw Kirk off. They..both quickly · �;. 
jumped to their feet,-,and started'Ju, 
· · 
(Continued on Page 15) ___ ;__ _____________________________________ --.....-----...,.... ......... -.-,--------,---rc1 
M,orjty Students: (j()f:, 
The Impact of the Restructuring of ClJNY A.::· 
Reduced Applicant Pool 
Applications for the fall. 1·975 
are down sharply from ap­
plications for the fall, 1975. For 
fall, 1975 62,9 17 students ap­
plied to and were aacepted by 
the City University. As of April 
12, 1976, 41,906 applications 
had been processed and ac­
cepted for fall 1976 admission. 
By the April 30 cut-off date, an 
additional 7,000 were received. 
This brqught the 1976 applicant 
pool to 48,906, but this is 22.3% 
tower than last year's applicant 
pool. (see Table.) 
Several explanations have 
been offered for the decline in 
enrollments. Last year, ap­
plications were. accepted up un­
til the beginning of the fall 
·semester: this year the ap­
plication period closed on April 
30. The decline in applications 
has been attributed to the un­
certainties surrounding the 
University's future. The reduc­
tion in counsellinq services 
TABLE 
City University of New York 
Comparison of Freshman Class Appl1cants 
Fall. 1976 (Estimated) with Fall, 1975 (Actual) 
as of April 12. 1976 












































































• Estimated Applicant Pool through april 30, 19.76, the cut-off date for ap­
plications of students who meet the new admissions criteria. Includes 
students allocated for SEEK .and College Discovery. 
MY UNNAMED .PERSON 
Talk from her mind 
makes mine gasp and grow. 
Our words mold in· ways 
that haven't got names yet. 
Other things don't need to be said. 
Looks not being flicked. 
Liking, having no strings or manipulations. 
There are ways we see w.ithout openin'g our eyes. 
We hear without having to listen. 
We understand each ot.her's essence not showing all, 
or revealing the whole truth. 
But never hiding the real feelings. · 
- Robert Scholer 
available in the high schools The largest declines were 
has also been offer.ed as an ex- among students drawn from 
planation' for the decline in ap- black (65.0%) and predominan° 
plications. · tty black (59%) communities. 
Any decline in the proportion 
of minority students in the Applicants assigned to Com-
CUNY fr,es.hman class can be at- munity Colleges declined bY 
·tributed .to a greater decline. in ,5%. A greater than average 
applications from minority decline (21%) was experienced. 
students than from other for applicants from communities 
students. The new CUNY ad- with predominantly Puerto Rican 
missions procedures do not population. ·, .. , 
reject any applicants to the ·City A comparison has also been 
University, but they do ·produce made between the applicants by 
a shift in the way students are the ethnicity of their residential 
allocated among the - senior areas, and the ethnic back-
colleges ·and the community g-round of the first-time 
college�. matriculated students according 
to an ethnic census. taken each Accepted Freshmen by Ethnicity fall (table). For all years for of Residential Area 
An analysis 'of the CUNY which data is available, a_ 
freshman applicants by the higher percentage of minority students enrolled than wou Id be 
ethnicity of their residential indicated by · the re$identialareas indicates that there will be 
a slight decline in the per- areas of the applicants. CUNY 
centage of minority students en- officials report that the major 




�:�e�:�: f��� compared to the fall of 1975. 
Overall, applications from black ���d::i�\��
a�ht�7a:t a�=!�
e 
and Puerto Rican areas of the 
city were down 37_9% as of· Applicants from predominantly 
March 30 whfle applications and mostly white areas have 
from other parts of the city were made up approximately 75% of 
down by 26_5%. However, the applicant pool since 1972, 
minority students will still com-. while the percentage of minority 
prise.· a significantly ,higher fJ�1:;;!d
enrolling has steadily 
proportion of the new freshmen The differences cannot be ex­class than they did of the pre-
Open Admissions class. In 1975, plained by a higher enrollment 
25.2% of the admitted freshmen rate among students from the 
applicants were from black or', ��i� ty 0t�:: 1�7d
9
;�s���� 
class indicates that applicants 
from the w.hite areas enroll in 
about the sanie proportion as do t 
stude�ts froi;n the i_ninority areas 
(57.1 % c.orrlpared to 52.6%). 
In surr\ma'ry, th�-proportion of ,I 
minority students· attending the 
University 'ii:l the' /f·a11, �.;1�7.� ;t� 
slightly belqw t.all;'.)�'!5,:;l�v�ls, , · · 
primarily as a result of declines 
in_ applicants _fro�½1 i��ri_!y p9m­
mun1t1es. However 1t 1s well 
above the pre-Open Admissions 
level. The percentage decline is . 
g·reatest in the senior colleges,· 
.but the decline -d0es not ap­
proach the low pre-Open Ad- · 
missions level. 
__________ ._  r; 
I .READ 
$88 FASTER 
5 weeks 9u1Nn'JMII COUl'M 
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your speed 
Understand more, retain more 
Nationally known professor I ', 





$25.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send $1.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept. 612 A 




Puerto Rican areas of the city, 
For 1976 the percentage has 
dropped to 22.5%, but the per­
centag� is well above the 1969 
level of 13.4% (see table). Since 
1970 all students who app·lied 
have been accepted. However, 
in 1969 15.9°/o* of the ap­
plications came from black and 
Puerto Rican areas, but only 
13.4% of the students accepted 
came from these areas. Thus, 
the CUNY admissions policy 
before 1 970 rejected more ap­
plicants from black and Puerto 
Rican areas than from white 
areas. 
'Chere� a differen·ce!!! 
The impact of the new ad­
missions criteria adopted by the 
Board of Higher Education on 
April 5 are shown in the table. 
The number of applicants 
allocated to the sen.ior colleges 
was down 47% as of March 30. 
MCAT • DAT 
Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes Volumino�s home study materials. Courses that are constanlly updated. Centers open days a_nd weekends all year . Complete tape facilities for review of_ class lessons and for use of supplementary mater:als. Make-ups for missed lessgns al our centers. 
SPECIAL COMPACT COURSES
STARTING NOW During Intersession 
Flexible Programs and Hours 
BROOKLYN 212 - 336-5300 �- �.C -� .I); ·MANHATTAN 212 - 683-6164 .,.p (, LONG ISLAND· 516 - 538-4555 IV'I 
Q '! I 1675 E 16 S EOUCATlONAL c,.,;,. LTD 
' 
r 





Call Toll Free (outside N.Y. s
_
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Spring 1976 Final Examinations POL TAX 3350 6:15pm 9881 6:15pm 
Day, Evening And Graduate Divisions 
9883 8:30pm 
PSY 
9772 6:15pm Wednesday, June 2 
(Continued from P•g• 2) 9732 6:15pm MGT 9781 6:15pm 
LAW 9741 T2 1:00pm 3213 6:15pm ACC 
1011 3:30pm 9741 M6 6:15pm 4344 6:15pm REA 9817 6:15pm 
4354 8:30pm 3720 6:15pm 4305 6:15pm 
LTR MKT 9752 6:15pm 9791 6:15pm 9804 6:15pm 
1051 10:30am 1500 6:15pm 9755 6:15pm 9796 8:30pm 9805 6:15pm 
2530 8:30pm 
MGT 2520 6:15pm MKT SPA ECO 
3213 10:30am 8100 6:15pm 2550 8:30pm 4182 6:15pm 9700 8:30pm 
4351 10;30am 9712 6:15pm 9702 6:15p1"[1 9707 6:15pm 
4352 1:00pm 9714 8:30pm 9751 6:15pm STAT 9723 6:15pm 
4353 1:00pm 2154 6:15pm 9724 6:15pm 
4365 10:30am MTH MSC 3363 6:15pm 
5530 10:30am 01-04 6:15pm 1005 6:15pm 9704 6:15pm EDU 
2010 6:15pm 1001 8:30pm 9720 6:15pm 9779 6:15pm 
MKT 2100 8:30pm 9724 6:15pm 
5530 10:30am 3400 6:15pm PHY 9751 6:15pm FIN 
3410 8:30pm 1003 6:15pm 9775 6:15pm 8020 6:15pm 
PED 8001 6:15pm 9776 6:15pm 97J5 6:15pm 
2323 1:00pm 8100 6:15pm POL 
9703 6:15pm 1101 6:15pm TAX GER 
POL 3354 8:30pm 9885 8:30pm 1001 6:15pm 
1310' 1:00pm POL 9889 6:15pm 1002 8:30pm 
1333 ,- 3:30pm 
l�;� 
6:15pm PSY Tuesday, June 1 8:30pm 3055 6:15pm HEB 
REA 
' -�
ACC 1002 6:15pm 
� 
8:00am 1103 6:15pm 1700 3."'t-, PSY REA 
., ·'':t 3059 8:30pm 3710 6:15pm 2310 8:30pm LAW 
RET-- -- 1710 6:15pm 3304 6:15pm 3102 6:15pm 
3800 10;30am PUB 4306 6:15pm 8100 6:15pm 
9750 6:15pm RET , 4345 ·6;15pm 9703 8:30pm 
SPA 2800 8:30pm 4362 8:30pm 
2011 3:30pm REA 9729 6:15pm 9817 6:15pm MGT 
3001 10:30am 9790 8:30pm 4366 8:30pm 
SST ADV 4369 8:30pm 
YID STAT 1003 6:15pm 2100 8:30pm 5411 615pm 
1002 10:30am 1015 6:15pm 2120 6:15pm 9706 6:15pm 
1002 1:00pm 2360 6:15pm SPE 9720 6:15pm 9742 6:15pm 
3450 6:15pm 1010 6:15pm 9728 8:30pm 9735 6:15pm 
SPRING . TERM 1976 9785 6:15pm 
EVENING & GRADUATE STAT BPL POL 
SPE 2358 6:15pm 5100 6:15pm 1314 6:15pm 
, J!;'esday, May 25 
3030 6:15pm 9702 6:15pm PSY 9768 6:15pm J;CO Wednesday, May 26 · 1002 6:15pm 1001 6:15pm 
ADV ACC Thursday, May 27 2100 8:30pm 2130 6:15pm 4363 6:15pm ACC 9712 6:1,Spm STAT 
2170 6:15pm 5321 6:15pm 1101 6:15pm 9722 8:30pm 1357 
8:30pm 
9729 6:15pm 9806 6:15pm 1102 6:15pm 2357 
8:30pm 
2303 8:30pm FIN· 3361 6:15pm 
ART ADV 3311 8:30pm 9782 6:15pm 8015 6:15pm 
2250 6:·15pm 9701 6:15pm 4330 6:15pm 9709 
6:15pm 
9801 6:15pm HED 
CHI ART 9815 6:15pm 1915 6:15pm STAT 
1002 6:15pm 1070 6:15pm '- 9754 
6:15pm 
2241 6:15pm FIN INS 9769 6:15pm ECO 3700 6:15pm 1320 6:15pm 
4200- 6:15pm CHM 9780 6:15pm TAX' 
1000 6:15pm 9781 6:15pm INT 9882 6:15pm ENG 3460 6:15pm 9884 6:15pm 
1500 6:15pm ECO HED 9887 
8:30pm 
2002 6:15pm 1810 8:30pm MGT FIN 41"00 8:30pm 1910 6:15pm 1120 6:15pm YID 
4601 8:30pm 4201 6:15pm 3211 8:30pm 1002 
6:15pm 
INS 4362 6:15pm Monday, June 7 FRE EDU 1300 6:15pm 8100 6:15pm 
3001 8:30pm 3002 6:15pm 3360 8:30pm 9749 8:30pm ACC 
3002 9807 6:15pm 
8:30pm FIN INT MKT 9811 
6:15pm 
3602 8:36pm 2410 6:15pm 2510 6:15pm 
9816 6:15pm 
INS 3432 6:15pm 3500 8:30pm 
1330 6:15pm FRE 9766 6:15pm 5530 6:15pm AST 
1340 8:30pm 1001 8:30pm 9768 8:30pm. 9711 '8:30pm 
1000 6:15pm 
9715 6:15pm 
INT GEO LAW 9716 6:15pm ECO 
2400 6:15pm 1100 6:15pm 1211 6:15pm 9750 8:30pm 
1001 6:15pm 
9771 6:15pm 3103 6:15pm 1003 
8:30pm 
HED 9700 6:15pm PSY 9720 
6:15pm 
LAW 1914 6:15pm 9782 6:15pm 9796 6:15pm 9731 
6:15pm 
1220 8:30pm 9741 6:15pm 
3202 6:15pm INT MGT REA 9774
 8:30pm 
9702 8:30pm 3440 6:15pm 9733 6:15pm 1700 
8:30pm 
3470 8:30pm 9738 6:15pm 
FIN 
LTG 9760 8:30pm SPA 1600 
6:15pm 
1320. 6:15pm 9765 6:15pm MKT 1001 8:30pm 3801 
6:15pm 
1321 6:15pm 2200 8:30pm 1002 6:15pm 4600 
8:30pm 
-� ITL 2600 6:15pm 9753 
6:15pm 
MGT-� 9786 6:15pm 1002 6:15pm 4600 8:30pm STAT 6:15pm 3212 8:30pm 1001 8:30pm 9700 8:30pm 9705 6 15pm 9788 
4341 6:f5pm 9753 6:15pm 972� 6 15pm 
4342 6:15pm LAW 9758 6 15pm FRE 
4346 8:30pm 1011 6:15pm MSC 9762 6 15pm 1002 
6:15pm 
4353 6:15pm 1101 6:15pm 1002 6:15pm 9765 
6 15pm (Continued on Page 15) 
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C,t,zenrs Band 
____ RadioiCraze_· ___ 
By Dreina R. Lee messages fror\, their CB set. sells CB equipment. In addition 
The popularity of the citizens Then there are those who have to filling out form 5558 the con-
band radio is rapidly incre'asing owned CB radios for quite some sumer must also file for a per­
throughout the cnuntry. It has time but have never bother'ed to manent license by filling out 
.become commonplace on the apply for licenses arid now that form 505 which is the ap-
highways to see thousands of the FCC is cracking down on plication . for Class C or D 
passenger cars 'of ail shapes unlicensed CB operators, they Station Ticense·, and . is the 
and sizes, vans, and wagons, are rushing to get a license Citizens Radio Service. This 
enjoying the communication before they are caught and- form must be mailed along with 
system whic.h was once fined. the amount of $4.00 (check or 
primar·ily used by truckers. _To It is my understanding that _ money order) to the Federal 
many CB owners, the CB radio. you can have a CB radio in- Cornmunication_s Commission, 
is just another form of en- stalled in your car ·without .Box 1010, Gettysburg, Penn. 
tertainment which helps to pass having to have a license for it as 17325. Once the applicant has 
the time on long distance trips long as it is not hooked up for filled out form 555-8 and form 
while to others the CB has transmission of messages. In 505 arid mails them, the ap­
become. a valuable piece . of other words, if ·you are stopped plicant can operate a CB radio 
equipment which · has helped on the highway by a State for the temporary time period o,f 
them to get assistance whenever policeman and you have no 60 days which starts on the date 
they found themselves lost, or license, you will be safe as long that the form is mailed. 
stranded in a disabled vehicle as your CB set is only hooked During the temporary 60 day 
someplace which seemed like - up to receive messages and not period, the consumer can assign 
miles from nowhere. The C.B transmit them� However,. this is himself a temJ}orary call_.letters 
radio has also prove-to be a life- something that I will have to or signs. A temporary, sign iri 
saver to those who were in- look up in the regulations for CB one that. consists of the letter ,--
volved in sor, had witnessed a radios, and then I will inform you "K" followed by the initials of 
serious ac;'ident whic-h requi'red of the rule as it is written. thJ applicants first and last 
the immediate summoning of As for applying fo'r a license is name and the applicants zip 
medical assistance. Of· course, concerned, the time in which code number. For example, 
everyone is aware that the CB one has to wairto receive a per- Dreina Lee with ·a zip code of 
tias also been used for illegal manent license varies from 10010 would use the call sign 
purposes such as smuggling anywt,ere from six to .eight KDU0010. 
and drug-trafficking and 7t is weeks, and I imagine sometimes If a consumer has already 
well known that highway speed- longer in some. instances. filed for a permanent license 
demons use 'CB to monitor the However, since the number of within 60 days, then he may also 
presence of "smokies·· (State applications rec,eived by the fill o�t form 555-8 and legally 
Police) on the highways. But FCG has increased so .rapidly begin operating CB radios. 
whatever the use of the CB they have made it easier · for · However, keep in mind that this 
radios, they are hot selling items potential cs· operators to is only a temp·orary license, and 
in the stores which handle them operate a cs· under a 60-day it does not apply to someone 
and millions of.people who plan - temporary 1-icense, while it who is renewing a Class D (CB) 
to buy them or who h-ave already processes your applicatior.i for a license or to someone who is 
bough( them are applying to the permanent one.· Their new under the age of 18, 
Federal Communications (FCC) system is as follows: For further informat1on about 
for a license to operate them. In order for you to ql'Jalify for a permanent and te.mporary .CB 
The FCC receives over temporary CB licer.ise you are licenses, write to the Federal 
500,000 applications per month required to fill out a special form Communications Commission, 
from those who-have purchased number 555-8 which can be ob- Roo,m 10-8, 1919 ·M Street NW, f �ho am ,a,.,�;1; ),Ea�sp1�;i'�"� 2P554 
I 
By, Dennis Bryant Boyd charge will be $1.99 per record. Times, Record World, Rolling 
I'm sorry that this is the last And as of now you can purchase Stone, Daily News and other 
issue of The· Reporter for the the new "Pouble Explosure .. at papers for future- information 
1976 spring semester, and I your local dealers. and details. 
wou Id like to thank Derrick Getting back to the subject of 
White (Editor-in-Chief) for summer, there will be an over-
allowing me to express myself. flow of concert? at places sue� 
Summer is blooming out and as "The Bottom Line, Other End, 
there's a feeling of excitement in · Avery-Fisher Hall, Beacon 
the air. People will be constantly Theatre, Central Park; Apollo 
on the go and making their lives Theatre, Town Hall, Madison 
interesting for the summer. I Square Garden and other 
hope some of the albums I have popular showcases. Look for 
reviewed in my column have "The Allman Brothers, Rolling 
been to your satisfaction. Stones. Elton John, James 
, The only thing I have to report Taylor, ·Laura Nyro, La Belle, 
this week is the new ex- The Isley Brothers, and other?. 
perimental project on the new Most of these acts are already 
12 inch 45 record. This program booked into ·one of the above 
is designed to give disco-goers showcases for this summer so 
a feeling of disco-music in their check the Village Voice, N. Y. 
The disco scene will be quite 
popular for the summer mon-ths. 
Check-out T-he Loft. The 
Gallery, Pippin, Rasberry Freeze, 
Better Days, Corn ,N' Bottle, Bar­
ney Googles, Fridays, The 
Chase and Peter Rabbit. 
Wheri buying records remem­
ber to use stores that are selling 
a $6.98 albu·m for $3.69 or a 
$5.98 album for $3.39. Only buy 
hard-to-get singles and albums 
at more e_�pensive stores. For 
more details .of the_ music scene 
please contact me care ·of The 
Reporter. Have a good summer. 
homes. The project is being -----------------�- -
- - --
started by the Salsoul label with Women's the new "Double Explosu re," 
and "Ten Percent." The new _12 
inch-45 (rpm) will expand the A,tt·i t- u_de Study time of the song. This will 
produce a better feeling and ex­
citement for the record. If the 
experiment is a success, then 
the pubiic can look forward to 
seeing more Disco-Mix. The 
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The first-born females in 
families have generally been 
considered the conservators of 
traditional cultt:ire and life styles, 
but a team of . Drake. University 
sociologists have corr,ipiled a 
study of women's life satisfac­
tions, present situation·s, and 
prospects for the future that in­
dicates they have no natural 
desire for this role. 
For example, first born women 
t;iave been considered the per­
sons to whom parents can turn 
when they become too old to 
care for themselves, the member 
who . would call for family 
.. r.euoiur:i.s., _ . .and._ pr.e.s.enLeL"S _of , 
such family artifacts as 
photographs or the mother's· 
si Ive rw are. 
But the Drake team's statistics 
showed that only 15.1 per cent 
of· the first-born women were 
highly satisfied with their past 
lives, compared with 23.5 for 
only childre11, 16.3 for middle 
children, and 19.8 for the last­
born. 
First-born children expressed 
the high·est .satisfaction with 
their prospects for the future. 
53.2 per cent being highly 
satisfied compared with 47.1 per 
cent for only children, 52 per· 
cent for middle children, and 
50.4 per cent for the last-born.' 
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46 James Bond thr,il1er,23 0'ff-Brbadwily awar-d, ,., 
"- Royale" 24 Chums1 ,_. 
49 Retails 26 - and anon_ 
51 "Lily -" 27 Zola novel· 
�3 RCA products 28 In·cahdes-ceirc:e , S6 P'orti co 29 Nobel chemist 
57 Test 31 Religi_ous abstinence 
58 Spooky · 32 Eel-shaped · 
60 Care for amph·i bi·an � ' 
61 Like some TV shows 33 Mt. Stanley Ga"rdner 
62 Make amends for � 34 Legal claim • -• 
18 Locality 
19 Yugoslav leader· 
20 New York ti me 
1 63 Greek god of- war · 35 The· "�ay-hey" k,i d 
64 River in Belgium· 38 Muhartmad 'and· ''1 
(abbr . )
·21 " - Dolls" 
24 Measures by 
65 X- -'- ·, MacGraw '. 
,-40 Chablis-is a white 
DOWN _ one:,, . , 
foot 
41 "It's - Day Today"' 
l Weathercock 42 Rav-i•ne ,, 
25 Egyptian birds 
26 Hi re 
2 Ages · 43 From Ja-n·., l 't·o ', 
29 One , 
3 "--ce pas?" Dec . 31 (2 wp�.) 
4 Miss Merkel 44 Muslim's holy wars 
30 Historic site in 
Pennsylvania (2 wds.) 
33 Slippery� 
5 - value 46 - Rica 
6 l:,iackneyed 47 When Ji·l 1 came·: . .., 
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S1 aughte.r 
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9 Doing l;n 49 Esne - ·-
38 Certain solo 
39 Uncooked 
10 Military unit 50 - Fudd 
11 I nj uncti ans 52 Spi nd·l e 
12 Wood-turning 53 Certain gait 
40 "How Green -" 
44 Cast aside 
machine 54 Hollywood and '--
13 Liquor flavorings 55 Tennis tournament 
45 Foreign-born 22 Form of backgamon, term 
i nhab.i ti\nts --deucy 59 Greek letter 
. Hey, Mi_ster,! 
, By ROBERT AGOPIAN 
Among the many forms of en­
tertainment in and around the 
Baruch community, such as 
theatres, movies, and dancing, 
is one of the most conspicuous 
and the least mentioned by Bar­
uch's- newspapers. That form o.t 
entertainment is prostitution, 
and the people behind the short 
skirts and lipsticks - like Tina.• 
Tina was born in New York 
and lived on the lower west side. 
After one year of high scho'ol at 
. P.S. 11 she left school, got 
married. and worked as a sales 
clerk and then as a file clerk in 
an employment age·ncy. After a· 
time she divorced and, seeing 
that she wasn't making eno1ugh· money as a file clerk, she turined. 
to prostitution and has never 
told �e: parents about her w'
1
ork. 
"This is just a job," she aid, 
"I never get involved ith 
customers." The workday for her 
starts at 10:00 a.m. and end at 
7:00 p.m. after which she goes 
home and cooks dinner forlher 
boyfriend to whom she'lli be 
married in July. "He knows tlnat I 
am a prostitute," she said, 'i'but 
he doesn't look at me as such. 
He knows I don't look to cheat 
on him because I've been going 
with men all day, and I want to 
go home to something real.'-' 
Tina has been a hooker for 
seven months, and she wan -s to 
get out, get married, be a house­
wife and raise kids. She thinks 
prostitutes make the best wives, 
not in sexual terms, but because 
they meet different men with dif­
fering characters; they· isten · -10 
their problems and understand 
them. "Prostitutes look to do 
good," she. said, "because 
they're doing bad. But house­
wives have always done good 
and ·are looking to po bad." Af­
ter she leaves hooking and gets 
married she wants.to go back to 
technical school and learn com­
puter technology cir possibly 
become a real estate· broker. 
During her seven months of 
prostitution she says she's qeen 
lucky so far and didn't have any 
trouble with customers, but she 
keeps a "jack" in her handbag 
for protection, just in case. 
Among her many customers are 
a couple of Baruch students 
who are regul,ars and, alleg·edly, 
a teacher which she sees during 
lunch time. She says she isn't 
looking to get rich from prostitu­
tion and wou Id settle for 50 to 80 
dollars a day. 
Tina was only, arrested once, 
and that was for loitering. "The 
cops," she said, "aren't after us 
that much any mo.re and when 
you see cine you just walk 
away." She wouldn't like to see 
prostitution legalized because 
that would mean many house­
wives wou Id go into the busi­
ness since they don't have to be 
afraid of the law. T.here would 
also be 0itter competition in 
prostitution along w·ith paying 
taxes. She doesn't think the law 
will ever be able to stop prostitu­
tion; it hasn't been able to since 
biblical tim_§!s. 
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A ST AR TREK STORY •••
(Contlnu..t from Page 12/ 
to circle each other. looking for 
an advantage. The Darb made 
the first move. He grabbed hold 
of Kirk's arm and attempted to 
throw him. but Kirk was able to 
break free and turn the flip onto 
the Darb. The Darb hit the 
ground with a thud but was on 
his feet before Kirk could take 
advantage of his prone position. 
The Darb charged again. this 
time trying for some sort of bear 
hug. Kirk backed away quickly 
and kept out of his range. Kirk 
stlJCk out a foot and caught the 
Darb on the hip. The [:)arb lost 
his balance, and Kirk rushed in 
to take advantage of it. He threw 
the Darb over his hip and this 
time was successful in getting 
the neck hold. The Darb 
struggled and broke free. He 
quickly reached up and was 
able to secure the same hold on 
Kirk, who also was able to get 
out of it. 
Bol,h men were tiring. There 
would· be no rest stops until the 
battle had ended. The Darb 
charged once more, and again 
Kirk leaped out of the way. Kirk 
charged. but he too missed. 
Both men approached each oth­
er slowly, attempting to secure 
some sort of resting hold. It was 
not to be. Kirk was able to sum­
mon up enough energy to stay 
out of the Darb's way. The Darb, 
more tired than Kirk, made an 
error. He charged again, and 
this time Kirk was ready for it. 
He sidestepped the Darb and 
caught him with a chop to the 
side of the neck. The Darb was 
knocked unconscious. 
Kirk made the speech of vie-
tory just as he was taught to do. 
"I claim the right of victory. My 
enemy lies in the dust and I 
stand tall. Let the stakes he put 
up be mine. Let there be no 
more fighting. It is over arid I am 
winner." 
To give him credit, the Daro 
also obeyed the custom. "He 
has won and I have lost. Let 
what I put up go to him. Let no 
man say nay, less he face our 
combined might. The fighting is 
done." 
Back aboard the Enterprise, 
Dr. McCoy had' seen to Kirk's 
wounds. Mudd and Jones we�e 
in the briefing room putting their 
signatures on their agreement 
for fifty percent of the dilitheum 
crystals. They would report back 
to the Romulans, and receive 
'their pardons and rewards. 
·:1 never thought I'd live to see 
the day when you two played it 
right down the line. And today is 
not the day," said Kirk. 
"What ever do you mean, 
friend Kirk?" asked Cyrano 
Jones. 
"Somebody had to teach -the 
High Darb space karate, some­
thing Harry knows something 
about. I think that he had anoth­
er angle up his sleeve. It 
wouldn't surprise me if I lost he 
had some way to get his hands 
on all the dilitheum. Right. 
Harry?" 
Harry Mudd looked aston­
ished. "How can you say/such a 
thing? That is totally a lie. I had 
nothing on my mind but getting 
us that dilitheum." 
"FALSE STATEMENT . .  UN­
TRUE." 
"You forgot the computer, 
Harry. Want to try it again?" 
"Stupid computer, takes all 
the fun out of life." 
"Harry?" 
"Oh, all right. If you had lost, 
you would have been slaves. but 
Cyrano and I would have been 
your overseers. We convinced 
the High Darb that we would fit 
the role based on our intelli­
gence." 
I 
"In that case you were most 
fortunate that the Captain won," 
interjected Mr. Spock. ''Over­
seers on Beta Cygni VI are not 
the 'people who tell slaves what 
to do. That is the job of the 
priests. Overseers have the re-
, sponsibility of overseeing the 
collection of rubbish and trash. 
You would have spent the rest of 
your lives pie�in� up ga�bage," 
said Mr. Spock. 
"Gentelmen, I don't know 
what you two are going to do 
with your pardons, but I suggest 
you make sure you know with 
whom your dealings are. The 
next planet may have an even 
nastier meaning to the ,word 
overseer. Mr. Chekov, let's beam 
our guests back to their ship 
and return to Star Base Five. We 
have a very interesting report to 
put together." 
After Mudd and Jones were 
safely on board their own ship, 
Captain Kirk turned to Mr. 
Spock, ''Well. Mr. Spock, did 
you ever discover what the great 
god Breh was all a.bout?" 
"No, Captain, but it would be 
very interestin@ to come back 
and do some investigating." 
"Perhaps we will. Mr. Spoc;,k. perhaps w.e wi1L Mr. Chekov. 
ahead Warp Fa,etor Two." 
Consumer A ff airs In The Big Apple -
By Dreina R. Lee 
Part Three of A Series: 
THE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 
This is the time of year when 
many students, especially those· 
who are graduating from high 
school and college, are seeking 
employment. Those who are 
already employed may want to 
find higher paying jobs so that 
they can keep up with the 
increasing standard of living. 
Those who are- fortunate 
enough to have been recom­
mended to employers by friends 
and others who know their 
abilities are spared the task of 
wearing out shoe leather in 
search of employment or scan­
ning the employment sections of 
various newspapers like the New 
York Times which is wel_l known 
for its large employment section, 
especially in the Sunday edition. 
Qtfiers find that m,aking the use 
of employment agencies reduce 
their job search time since there 
, is a greater chance of there 
being more jobs to which their 
qualifications can be matched. 
Mjlny have been successful in 
obtaining jobs through em­
ployment agencies while others 
have lost time and money simply 
due to the fact that they lacked· 
the knowledge of how em­
ployment agencies operate and 
what rules and regulations they 
are required by law to follow. 
It is important that one un­
derstands what to expect when 
seeking the service of an_ en:i­ployment agency, and 1t 1s 
equally important that one un­
derstands ·the terms under 
which he and the agency have-· 
made their agreement. The 
following information should 
give you some idea of what to 
look for when seeking a job 
through an employment agency 
in New York City: 
An employment agency is 
defined as any person who for a 
fee, procures or attempts to 
procure a job for you. There is a 
license required for operating an 
employment agency, in addition 
to which you must meet certain 
requirements in order to run the 
agency. F,or example, in order to 
qualify you must have worked as 
a guidance counselor,' per­
sonnel interviewer, etc., for a 
period of at least two years, and 
you must have affidavits on file 
when you apply tor the license. 
Prior to October 1, 1975 any 
operation that offered a job with 
a salary -of $9,000 or more 
charged no fee to the applicant, 
and they were not required to be 
licensed. Today, any operation 
which offers jobs for salaries 
over $20,000 must be /ic!_"sed. 
Agencies like Kelly Girls, and 
Olsens' are not licensed agen­
cies and do not have to _be licen­
sed because they are not em­
ployment agencies but rather 
known as employment con­
tra c tors. Employment c on­
tractors hire you temporarily and 
then contract your services to 
those employers that require 
temporary employees with your 
skills or qualifications. Also, 
those operations like Gateway 
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you are dealing with operations 
that offer overseas jobs you 
must beware of the statement; 
"We. are not an employment 
agency. We do pot promise you 
a job." 
What should you look for 
when you are looking for an em­
ployment agency? 
You can preprare yourself by 
being observant when you have 
found one which you think may 
offer the kind of job you're 
IO(lking for. 
1. It is required by law that 
the word AGENCY be included 
in the name. 
2. AccordiAg to the Agency 
Laws which reulate employment 
agencies, a sign measuring 18 
by 12 inches in one inch letters 
must be conspicuously shown, 
and the lii;;ense must also be 
placed in a conspicuous area. 
3. Posters from the ·state 
Department of Labor with regard 
to the Equal Opportunity Law 
must be posted in addition to 
the license document of that 
agency. 
If you do not see these things, 
you should ask for them. 
Another ·important item to 
remember is that any job which 
is advertised FEE PAID means 
just that. It means no fee is 
charged to you what,soever. A 
job which is advertised FEE 
PAID means that the fee is paid 
with a condition. For example, if 
· you obtained a job through an 
employment agency which if 
Fee Paid Conditionally, and you 
did not report to work after you 
acce?t�d the job, ev�� th_oug.h_ it 
is fee paid, you will be obligated. 
to pay 25 percent of the fee. If 
you refuse to work after you 
have accepted and remain with 
your fotmer employer, you are 
then obligate9 to pay 50 percent 
of the fee. If you are fired from 
the job which you have ac­
cepted, you are liable for 50 per­
cent of the gross pay. 'Sixty per­
cent of the monthly salary is 
paid as a fee; that is 5 percent of 
the annual salary 
These are only a few items 
that you should be aware of 
before you seek the services of 
an employment agency. Further 
information ca'n be obtained by 
writing the Department of Con­
sumer Affairs and sending your 
-request to the attention of ln­
spect9r Hilary Smith. 
The address of the Depart­
ment of Consumer Affairs is 80 
Lafayette Street, New York, New 
York, 10007 
Spring 19 �6 Final Examinations 
Day, Evening And Graduate Divisions 
I 
4010 6:15pm (Continued from Page 13) 
LAW STAT 
3104 6:15pm 9710 6:15prr 
9742 8:30pm 9730 6:15pm 
9760 6:15pm 
MGT 9764 6:15pm 
9731 6:15pm 
9753 8:30pm TAX 
9754 ?:15pm 9862 8:30pm 
9743 6:15pm 9863 6:15pm 
9770 6:15pm 
Tuesday, June 8 
POL 
1321 6:15pm ACC. 
8100 6:15pm 
PSY 9821 6:15pm 
9788 6:15pm 
ECO 
PUB 8100 6:15pm 
9700 6:15pm 
FIN 
soc 9711 8:30pm 
3052 6:15pm 9794· 6:15pm 
3066 8:30pm 
SPA MGT 
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Incidental Education ... 
(Conllnu&d from Page 9) 
During these five years as a 
Baruch student. I've been to 
Montreal. Quebec City. Toronto. 
Niagara. Cape Cod and Martha's 
Vineyard. Pans. Brussels. Can­
nes. Malta. Copenhagen. 
Malmo. Amsterdam. Dusseldorf . 
Munich. Garmisch-Partenkirch­
en. Hamburg. Rome. Venice . 
Florence. Montreux, and Gen­
eva. Through travelling I learned 
the beauty of discovering things 
on my own. the importance of 
Jazz as a dynamic force in 
music. and how to fall in love for 
a week. I also learned that it 
costs a lot of money to travel but 
nevertheless it is the best way to 
spend money. 
As a student I've had 43 pro­
fessors. I've had one "C" that 
should have been a "B," one 
"B.. that shou Id have been an 
"A," three "D"s that should have 
been "F.'s, one "C" that should 
have been an "F," and even one 
"8 .. that should have been an 
"F." So I learned that if I weigh 
the whole of the sums, I'm a lot 
better off than I should be. But 
understandably so because I 
also learned that to .study what 
interests you most you must be­
come bogged down in this and 
that and the other thing first. 
I have been a Markf:lting 
maJor. I switched to English and 
Secondary Education only to 
find the Education Department 
infested with poor teachers of 
future teachers. There I learned 
that there is n'ot much of a future 
in New York as a teacher. 
Perhaps I ought to begin a new 
major. Ad Hoc to the Nth power? 
In these five years I learned a 
lot about sewers and hissing 
steam pipes on Lexington Ave­
nue. I learned about the welfare 
hotel clients who spend their af­
ternoons drinking garbage in 
the park at Twenty-Third and 
Madison. I learned it takes a lot 
to have a stranger wish you the 
best. 
I learned about the politics of 
education in C.U.N.Y. I learned 
how to express myself on paper. 
I kind of learned to like it here. 
Now don't tell me I haven't 
learned a god-.damned thing 
since I've be·en in Baruch 
College. 
Panhandler Study 
Panhandlers seeking money 
from strangers are more suc­
cessful when they appr.oach 
lone irrdividuals who are eating. 
They also appear to do better in 
the spring than in the fall. 
findings that groups are gene­
rally less willing to come to 
some one 's assistance than sin­
g le individuals. Als .o, they 
speculate that whereas sharing 
among individuals of a family is 
common. the family unit· per se 
may be-a natural barrier to more 
genera) food distribution. 
My Love 
Behold my love. beautifully 
together from both head and 
heart 
The magic molding hand of the 
eternal one made her a precious 
fine work of art. 
Behold my love, beautifully and 
divinely woman both inside and 
out 
lov ing. sharing. giving, ap­
preciating, respecting and un­
derstanding 
is what she is all about. 
Behold my love, my precious 
prima donna believing in herself 
and her intrinsic worth 
Born with the emotional 
language of love ever growing 
and developing s ince he r 
blessed birth. 
My love does not gamble h�r life 
away in "fruitless spurts and 
starts" in the quicksands of 
struggling and sinking 
Because we are the twosome 
dosome creatively reaching, 
growing, hoping, becoming, and 
loving. 
My love is good, faithful and 
true 
My arithmetic continually adds 
up me and you. · 
My love is fine and fly, mystle 
and my speed 
Our relationship continues to be 
satisfaction gu_aranteed. · 
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Poetry Corner 
TJ-iE WOODS 
I like to wander through the woods. 
In summer. spring, or autumn. 
I like to wander through the woods. 
I like the purple mountains 
and the lower valleys and hillsides, 
the brooks and streams. 
The different kinds and shapes of trees, 
the bushes and wi ld weeds, 
the sound of crumbling leaves. , 
like the little straight and crooked 
rambling hills. 
like to yell and listen to my echo bounce 
back at me. 
like the sight of the squirrels that 
run so free. 
I _ like the fragrance of the air in the woods. 
The scent of the trees and their soft green leaves. 
For in the woods.with n�ture 
A new kind of sensation comes over me. 
As in the middle of a beautiful dream. 
.Just like the swift running stream. 
Just like the leaping squirrels 
Something just jumps and IP,aps inside of me. 
Yes, I like to wander through the woods. 
For there in the midst of nature's company, 
I, too, can feel and be free. \ 
- Diana Davis 
LIFE COULD BE A SERIOUS KIND OF BUSINESS 
If it was time for· you to go 
today.· 
to end your stay in this world. 
If it was asked of you today. 
what have you done. ' · 
to make the world a better place. 
Could you say, you sought 
out, the meaning to life .. 
Cou Id you say you searched, 
founded1 and fulfilled 
In general. whether the pan­
handler used a submissive ap­
proach (bent head. stooped 
shoulders. no eye contact. and 
begg·ng gesture) or 13 dominant 
apprGa.i:h (u�right ·stance. erect 
head. eye contact, ana no 
begging gesture) m.ade no ap­
preciable diff.erence in the 
resu_lts._ The exception was for 
females. however, who were 
more suc;q_�,ssful when they sub­
missiv�ly 9pP._roached -·m<!les 
who ·we rte. eatin_g . or when fh-ey 
dominantly :?�proacbeg a single· 
fem/31�-ar-a sing.I� male who'w,as 
not .,eating.-:Gve�ail,· femc1II{ pan". 
handler-s ''were . co.nsiderably 
mor� su�qes.sf I than miile pa_n"-
The manner in which the pan-· .. To hear - her-say, "I love· you, • 
l:l�ndlers w·ere dr,essed. (sh·abby_ Ben."· puts ri're. on _a .beautiful. or nic'e) and the weather (sunny goldeh "cloud·· .. · 
·your purpose. ., 
Gou Id you say, you made the 
World ·a better -place. 
.Or have you been another on8 �Of . '� 
or overcast) a_ppeared to have beautfful symphonic sou·nds ·01 
no significant effect · on their . you and me plays so. pro,ud __ ,
success. 
thos_e. people.- · 
· -
who have lived a life 
handle�s. .-, ..,
..: : , ... . 
Targets of more th·an one fndi­
vidli31. "esp;e:iall.y _a family o.r a 
male(·"clnd '·a female togetlier, 
were ·teiistant to the panhan­
dlers. The repor.t's authors found 
this r..esu It oonsi·stent wiJh_earlier 
r -:::/- .. ,#�- �� 
-
Since orie-third of, the -people 
approached by the panhandlers. 
in the 'larger study did share.· 
13nd. more than oneshalf of those 
rn the.smaller pilot_�tuqy did, the 
<!Uth_ors •. , oJ · .tt,e.- rep9rt. suggest 
that· sharirig· is an. impi,riant ac­
tivity-for human survival. In add.i­
tio·n, they_ also conclude that it is 
possible that appropriaie behav­
iors (subm
.
is_sive. postures ·and 
begg·ing - gestures) a11d · specific · 
ru-tes (for exarnp)e, a_ leffi?le may 
approach a male ·but not a lams 
ily) are important. for achieving.' 
one's st)are, c>( food. 
.... , . . 
Weath 
_ ::_ The e\,'.ening sky is pale, 
Tiny ._lamps awaken 
· --Amidst the bu.dding Jrees. 
Watef sp�ays a silver arc;'' _ 
A .sat!i:1 road is lacqu_ered by th� -
dropa :. 
P.ale clusters·_ mingle· pink wi.th-­
.go_lo; - .-
· 
. · . 
Sh_arp. outlines define the sky .. 
_, -SofHy.,warm is the _air . 
. -- .so· delicately laced by spring. 
·· · · ·· E._-Tiner-
Now my soul sings of you and 
. me and more ' ; 
because my· .love composed the 
experience of us singing it lik_e 
it was, 
. like it i�,. _an�L like, it shall be · 
forevermore. . ' 
. 
',, 
based on those negative -valu_es 
. and judgments ·. . ' . 
.. made arid handed down 
from' one ancestor and -generation, 
to _anot�er a_ncestor :and generati�n. 
Or have· you rElally exai:nined life 
. and the?e ·ju_dgments in -terms ·.o_f· : . 
truth· for. yo\./rself? · _,. 
·My love· is not twists _and turns · · 
immersed in.infatuation an'd fan-
Or are you another one of those p·eople 
"Yho 1s keeping_ the disease_ going on1.'� 
- tasy 
But . it's a beautiful spir.itual 
visionary trip caught up in' a lane 
tastic d·ream 'made_ reality. 
My love, no tongue can ree:ite 
our faith,. hope_ and charity 
flowing 
. . . 
from the esseAc'e 'Of our bein·g, 
Are you· unconsciously .living· 
in· a w·or1a· oi fantasy .-:. , .. ' · 
.playing at life like a child 
_d'eceivi�g' yourself. 
Filling up .a space 0p_osing arid carrying arou
0
nd · 
·. a frame,' . .. . ' 
and answer.in:g to a nali1El.' 
Are ·you
. 
really li�ing your li_fe? 
I ' 
so true ... ·... , ,', 
and I will continue -to ·ttiank the 
Almighty· One for the time he -
:Or are they-ihe _-_ livir:ig and' the depd: ·-· .' 
,iifng it for yo'u? . , :·· 
to.ok . ' · .• ,_ <. _ 
to get me-t:iook '.to the makir:igs 
�f you. 
: ,-,• s 
... ' - ,;,.- ._ .. ... .
;; . �� -. 
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(Below is the proposal for the 
Baruch College Association. -
Editor.) 
A Working l?aper Prepared al' 
The Request of The President 
PROCEDURES TO 
ESTABLISH THE 
BERNARD M. BARUCH 
COLLEGE ASSOCIATION, INC: 
AND A BYLAW DRAFT 
odicals, magazines, journals, news­
papers, circulars, pamphlets, books, 
· music, photographs, blueprints and 
any other printed or duplicaied mat­
ter in connection with any of the 
above-mentioned objects. 
6. To acquire by purchase. gift, 
grant, devise and/or bequest real 
and personal property and to accept 
such property for use, in fee or in 
.Introduction trust, 'for the purposes of effecting 
The put.pose �of the Baruc h any or all of its objects. 
Co11ege Association is to receive 7. To sell; mortgage, exchange, 
student fees, to review and approve lease, convey, transfer or otherwise 
annual budget allocations for the dispose. of or encumber ,any such 
Operating Soards of the Association, property, both real and personal, as 
to make policies for the operation of the obJects and purposes of the 
auxiliary services (Bookstore and Association may require, subject to 
food services) and other revenue such limitations as may be provided 
0producing operations, and to receive by law and by the regulations of the 
and allocate the income from these Board of Higher Education. • 
enterprises. The Baruch College 8. To administer, invest and re-
Association establishes procedures invest ·and make gifts of any and all 
for the receipt, allocation and ex- · mon!'lys, securities or properties 
penditure of these funds. The ulti- received by it and to apply and ex-
mate responsibility for the property, pend the income and principal of the 
affairs and concerns of the Associa- Association in carrying out its pur-
tion shall reside in a Board of Direc- poses. 
tors. The Baruch College As!?ocia- 9. To borrow money and to make, 
tfon is a non-profit Association and accept, endorse, execute and issue 
any income which may be derived promissory notes and other obliga-
from any of its operations in pursu-, tions or evidences of indebtedness 
ance of the purposes set forth in the - in payment for property acquired or 
bylaws shall not inure to ·the "benefit money borrowed. 
of any1member of the Board of Direc- _ 10. To make such rules, _regula-. 
t 1ons anp bylaws, and to hire execu-
Legal Procedure for tive staff clerical staff custodial 
Establishing_ A_ staff and ' such other em
,
ployees as 
College- Assoc,at,on may be necessary and advisable to 
Articl� 15.10(a) of the Bylaws of carry out the purposes of the Asso-
the Board of High�r Education ciation. 
requires that the charter or certifi- 11. To perform necessary func-
cate of incorporatidn and bylaws of tions for the benefit of the College , 
the College Association be approved the students, faculty and administra-by the President of the College and tion in the operation of any enter-
filed with the Secretary of the Board prise which is considered to be an of Higher Education. The College auxiliary' enterprise of the College. Association will be. incorporated un- 12. In general; to exercise s.uch der the Not-for-Profit Corporation powers as are incidental and con-Law of the State of-.New York: The du
.
cive · to the attainment cif the ob-CUNY Office of the Vice Chancellor jectives and purposes of the Asso-for legal Affairs will process the ciation, provided that the Associa- 1) necessary Jncorporation papers tion shall not operate for profit and t�rough the Comm1ss1<;>ner �f,,Educa- further provided that no part of the t,on, Attorney General s Office, New net earnings of the Association shall 
York St ,ate �1,1Jireme C_ot'Jrt:·a_nd'.'t,he ",..i�ure'·\0 'the· benefit' of any member 
Secretary of State. N9 student .refer- thereof. 
endum is necessary in order to have 
an ·approved·- College Association Article 11 _ 
since under the bylaws ooly the ap- Directors and Office�s 
proval of the College President is 
required. · 1 
DRAFT BYLAWS 
THE BERNARD -M. BARUCH 
COLLEGE, ASSOCIATION, IN�. 
.. � �:�� . 
Article I -' Name & Purposes 
Section 1 ,- Name 
· This corporation shall be known 
as the Bernard M . ."Baruch Coilege 
Associat ion,  Inc., here inaf te r 
referred to as the Association. 
Section 2 - Purposes 
The principal objectives and pur­
poses of the Association are as 
follows: 
1. To 'plan, develop, promote and 
cu It iv ate educational and social rela­
tions among the students, faculty 
and administrative staff of Baruch 
College, an' educational unit of the 
Board of .Higher Educati_on of the 
City of New York. · 
2. To aid ttie students and faculty 
of Baruch College by" assisting them 
in their study work, curricular and 
college-r,elated aciivities. Any facili­
ties provided to students, faculty or 
staff shall .be provid.ed without 
regard to membership in any organ­
ization. 
3. To re c eive, maintain and 
dispose of fees, dues, contributiohs, 
funds and real or personal property, 
or both, and t<;> apply the income and 
principal thereof, in whole or in part, 
to the various objectives herein set 
forth. 
4. To enter into contractual rela­
tions in the name 'of the Association 
to carry out the purposes of the 
Association. 
5. Without profit and solely as an 
incident to the foregoing purposes, 
to acquire, print, publish, manu­
facture, operate, conduct, engage 
in, circulate, distribute, deliver and 
otherwise deal in and with any peri-
Section 1 - Membership 
The membership of the Associa­
tion shall consist of the Board of 
Directors who shall be responsible 
for the management of the property, 
affairs, and concerns of the Associa­
tion. The Board of Directors shall 
·consist.of the following: 
1. Administration: 
, 3 Administrators appointed by the 
'President of Baro ch College. 
2. Facult)': 
3 Faculty members appointed by 
the President of Baruch College. 
3. Student Body: 
5 Students currently enrolled and 
in good standing as defined by ' 
College reguli'!tions: three from the . 
Day Session; one from the Evening 
Session;· and one from the Grnduate 
Division to be elected by the respec­
tive student body or selected by the 
. respective Student Assemblies. 
Section 2 -'-- Officers 
The President of the College shall 
designate from among the ·members 
representing the Administration. the 
individuals to serve as Chairmain, 
Secretary and Treasurer-of the Board 
of Directors. These officers shall 
constitute. the Executive Committee · 
of the Board with power to act for the 
Board of Directors when Baruch 
College classes are not in session. 
Section 3 -
. Term ,of Membership 
Administrative and Faculty mem­
bers of the Board of Directors shall 
serve at the pleasure of the Presi-
1.a'ent of the College. Student mem-
beirs of 'the Board of Directors shall 
'serve for a period of one year com­
mencing with the first Board meeting 
following the last day of classes in 
the Spring semester. 
Section 4 -
Termination of Membership 
by the Secretary to members at least 
two ,days prior to the rescheduled 
meeting date. 
Section 12 - Compensation 
No member of the Board of Direc-
tors shall receive any compensation 
from the Association for services 
perfo(med, in his/t,er offi�ial ca.pa-
i;he Chairman of thei1 G,elil .. fl.Tal 
Faculty Committee on Colle,giqte A�­
tivities shall serve as Chairman of 
the Board. •: ,ik::." 




1. Any member of the Board of 
Directors who ceases to be a mem­
ber of the Administration, Faculty or, 
Student in good standing at the 
Cqllege, shall thereupon immedi­
ately cease to be a member of the 
Board of Directors and his/her J11em­
bership shall be aeemed iei'minated 
as of that date. The rights of any 
member c:if the· Board of Directors, in­
cluding his/her right to vote, shall 
ceas_e immediately upon ,_his/her 
terminat ion of membership: 
. city . 
1. A quorum for the,tr.ans11.c;ti9Q,(PJ, 
business at meetings ql;laJl,,b�,fQ!;IL 
yoting members of the Board. 
2. Any member may withdraw frqm 
'the Association by presenting.to the 
Secretary a written - resignation, 
which resignation shall be presenfed 
to the members of the Association by 
the Secretary at the next ·meeting 
thereof following receipt of such 
resignation. Such resignation shall 
tie effective upon its acceptance by 
the members of the Associ:3tion. 
Section 5 - Vacancies 
In the event that a vacaAcy occurs.­
the unexpired term shall be filled as 
soon as possible by the President of 
the College. The new member must 
be a representative of the same 
group in which the vacancy oc-
curr'ed. 
. Section 6 - Voting Rights 
Each member shall have one vote 
only at a meeting of the Board of 
Directors. Members may· vote by 
-proxy provided that the proxy is exe­
cuted in writing by the member and 
submitted personally to the Secre' 
tary of the Assqciation.· No proxy 
shall be va'lid. for more than one 
meeting_ of the Board of Directors. 
Section 7 - Assessments 
,There shall be•n·o pbwer to impose' 
any liability or assessment upon any 
member or members.of the Board of:. 
Directors ojr t�e A�fOc_iati�? 
Section 8 =-' Liability 
-r�·e �embers oi the B·oaid of 
Directors of the Association shall not 
be personally liable for the· debts, 
obligations or liabilities of the Asso- • 
ciation. · 
Section 9 - Bonds and Insurance 
The members of the Board ol 
Directors of the Association shall be 
cov.ered by an <_1ppropriate fideli.ty 
bond in an amount to be determined 
by the Board of Directors at the ex­













The Athieti_<? Bo<,1�d s��1df.�.��f}1 
an _ annt,Jal' itemizea b�d�e'.t,'J'.o.\J �1�e 
� expenditure of student fe ·e!l.'.1dr�i{Jl'i-purpose letic purposes. '!'�i� itemiz'{1,.a1imQg,1 
1. To serve as a liaison between budget shall be subm1Jtea·:to tl'i'e 
student publications (TICKER, SEN- Association· � Board. 8f l:lir}c;2ts·�l0r 
TRY, THE REPOl'ITER, GRADUATE review a_n _d_ app;ov_11,1.� ,1 :•�··
,.
,::' ,t.: 
VOICE, an� LEXICON)� communica- _N.B.: The Athleti'c' Bo��d� ·s��II 
lion facilities (WBMB), other student supersede the fiscal authon@ o'f Hie 
organizations, administrative staff, General Faculty Committee on Colle-
faculty and faculty organizations. giate Athletic·Ac�[vi.ties. - ··.11 a,o, ·, 
2. To discuss and make recom- ir1i?s.ii,;. -� br.G 




,;,, publications and com_munication 
facilit,ies. 
3. To provide fisc-al administration 
for matters associated with student 
public.ations· and communication 
. facilities. 
4. To monitor professional stand­
ards and conduct of student media. 
Purpose� '1 • c. 9'; ;1-.,q ,..:r ,,d "'.1 
1. To be· "responsiq'le''tcJF-"l/i�r
, 
�oli�' 
cies of au·xi'liarY. Ser\lic���l')RI",:, .. �h 
2. To make , recomlti°tindati�ris 
upon matters re·1evan/ t�,'.th(�df)-i'i_h: · 
istration of auxili?ry sef':'.i9·es'.,' · · ' 
3. To review fiscal maltErrs·pertain, 
ing tci auxiliary services:"" 'r '· Membership 
The membership �hall consist of 
Membership· 
the following: · • 3 student .m'embers ,.(+·, Dat,>, 1 
• 4 student members (2 Day, 1 Evening, 1 Graduate) ,curre.r:1 tly 
Evening, 1 Graduate) currently enrolled and in good standing; tQ,be 
enrolled and in good standing; to be appointed by the respective Student 









e Administ_'.,'.)J,o( <?( Busj_ness 
• 4 faculty members appointed by · 
the President of the College, • The, . .,1Xs·sistan,f;;,Acl/pi,�l�n,!tor 6t 
' o' Dean of Studen·ts, or his desig·: Business---Affairs. . "'�.: 
nee. • 
0
2 tacu 11y members· apr,r0Ynted by 
The· Chairman, stiall be elec_ted , the 'Presi'dent 'at I eQf-
from·'the st\)cie'�f-merlibershf� of>fthe·,_,, 1/,Th·e� Cff,\y;rrrl'a II :be the · B0ffrd by the 1�·11 me;, bershJp of the Assistanf AdmihiStra1tor of B\.isiness 
Board. . . Affairs,. ,, ,. •• , . , . 
· Each rriember of the' B�a'rd ·iihall Each· member of thir Board shall 
be entitled to one vote. pe entitleo ·  to one ·vote: �-- -
Meetings 
1. A quorum for ihe transaction of 
btisiness at meeting shall be six vot­
ing members of the Board. 
2. There shall be- meetings of the 
Board not less frequently than twice 
per semester. 
Powers 
1. The Commur.iications Board 
1. A q�ornm for the ttaffsab.tion of · 









Board not less frElque�i19}h/i'r\' lwice 
per semester. ''· . l I;.! , [I�-, 
Powers 
�,i. } t l '1,: 
"It)' • ,Jt) ;j 
pense of the Association. The Board shall review, 9pprove and recom­
of Directors shall obtain Officers Lia- . mend to the Board
.
of Directors of the 
1. The A'uxi)iar,y: _ S,ervi�A, f?,oard 
shall prepare an 1temi_zed I annual budget for the ·operatior'i" o\ aux\·liary 
services. This iterriiied'ann'cialisudg­
et shall be submitted to the A'is·ocia­
tion's Board 9f Directors_Jdr,r.eyiew 
. bility Insurance as it deems neces- Bernard M. Baruch College Associa­
sary at the expense of the Associa- tion, Inc., annual budget-allocation 
tion. requests from the various publica-
Section 10 -
Duties and Meetings 
tions and communication facilities 
under its jurisdiction. Where sepa­
rate communication fees are pro­
vided by Board of _Higher Education 
The Board of' Directors shall have resolution, these fees must be used 
power to hold meetings at such , to support the designated commu-
times anq places as it deems advisa- nications media. , 
ble , to appoint committees, to 2. Absent a separate communica,-
authorize proper expenditures and to lion fee for Day Session publications 
take such other measures as may be and/or. communication facilities, the 
·necessary or proper to carry out the Day Session Student Assembly shall 
purposes of the Association. be required to· fund the Day Session 
The meetings of the Boatd of publications and/or communication 
Directors shall be held at least twice facilities minimally at the level ap-
a semester during the academic year _ proved by the Association. 
on a designated day to be fixed by 
the Board of Directors. Special meet- Section 2 _ Athletic Board ings may be called by the Chairman 
of the Board of Directors whenever Purpose 
he deems it advisable and also upqn 
the written request of any six mem­
bers of the Board of Directors. The 
presiding officer of meetings of the 
Board of Directors shall be the 
Chariman of the Board of Directors. 
Section 11 - Quorum 
A quorum of the Board of Directors 
for the conduct of business shall 
consist of a majority of the ·voting 
members of the Board of Directors. 
Actions must be by a majority vote of 
those members of the Board of 
Directors present. If a quorum is not 
present the pres.iding officer shall 
adjourn the meeting to a time fixed 
by him/her and written notice of 
such adjourned tim� shall be given 
1. To recommend and provide 
oversight for the expenditure of stu­
dent fees for athletic purposes. 
Membership 
Membership shall consist of: 
• The Chairman of the Physical & 
Health Education Department or the 
Director of Athletics (to be desig­
nated by the President). 
• Two faculty members appointed 
by the President of the College. 
• The Chairman of the General 
Faculty Committee on Collegiate Ac­
tivitie_s. 
• Three student members (2 Day, 
1 Evening) currently enrolled and in 
good standing, to be appointed by 
the 1'espective Student Assemblies. 
and �pproval. • ,, ,J,r ,, 
Section 4 -
Student Center' Board 1 " 
' , L' 
Purpose 
1. To recomrm/nd policies for the 
�tudent denier �nd r!ll�t:ed ,
pflera­
hons and programs. 
2. To establish rules and.,regula­
tions governing the ·use .of' Stu·dent 
Center facilities . 










matters associated ·witli the"opera­
tion of the Student Center1 al)d its 
prog_ra'nis. . ·<i, ·' 111 
Membership · l inc 
Membership, shall ,c"cl�sis) ·9,i\r ' 
• The Dean of' Stciderils. 11 
• Two fa'culty members ,appointed 
by the President of the College. 
• The Director of the S .tudent Cen­
ter (or the professional equivalent as 
designated by the Dean of Students). 
• One additional staff 1 member 
from the Student Personnel 6'ervjces 
Department appointed by .tl�e Qean 
of Students.' , , rs.o 
• Four student members (2 Day, 1 
Evening, 1 Gr<jdl1ate) cdrie'fltlY 
enrolled and in gol!i\:i' standihg. to be 
appointed by the res·pectiv'e· Student 
Assemblies. 
,The Dean of Stu,dents sh9-II serve 
· as Chairman. 
(Continued o� P-��e 19) 
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Each mernber shall be entitled to 
one vote. 
Meeting• 
1. A quorum for the transaction of 
business at meetings shall be five 
voting members of the Board. 
2. There shall be meetings of the 
Board not less frequently than twice 
per semester. 
Power• 
requests from the four Operating 
Boards of the Association and the 
three Student Assemblies by March 
15 of each year. 
2. The Treasurer of the Associa­
tion shall prepare a tentative Asso­
ciation budget consisting of eight 
sub-budgets. namely, Student Center 
Board Budget. Student Athletic 
Board Budget. Day Session Student 
Assembly Budget. Evening Session 
Student Assembly Budget. Graduate 
Student Assembly Budget, Auxiliary 
Services Board Budget, Communica-
shall be deemed to be official noti­
fication of actions taken by the Asso­
ciation. The receipt of these minutes 
by the Treasurer of the Association 
shall constitute authorization to im­
plement all fiscal matters approved 
by the Bord of Directors or Executive 
Commillee. 
4. The existing Fiscal Guidelines 
for the expenditure of Student Ac­
tivity Fees established effective 
October 31, 1975, subject to further 
amendment, shall constitute the pro­
cedures governing. allocation and 
the Board of Directors voling such 
change. 
Article VI - Assets and Funds 
Section 1 - Ownership 
No member of the Board ol Direc­
tors or employees of the Association 
shall have any right. title, or interest 
in any of the assets and funds of the 
Association; assets and funds of the 
Association shall be owned exclus­
ively by the Association. 1. The Student Center Board shall 
review and approve an annual item­
ized budget prepared by the Dean of 
Students. The budget shall then be 
submitted to the Association's Board 
of Directors for review and approval. 
1-----------------7 




N.8.: The Student Center Board 
established under the Bylaws of the 
Bernard M. Baruch College Associa­
tion, Inc. shall supersede the curren­






D - Currently exists 
Article IV - Budgets 
and Budgeting Procedures c=J - Proposed 
Budget requests referred to in this 
article shall be based on income pro­
jections provided by the Treasurer of 
the Association. All budget alloca­
tions made in May shall be consid­
ered tentative. Budget allocations 
shall not be finalized until income is 
confirmed by October 1 for the Fall 
semester and by February 15 for the 
Spring semester. 
Section 1 - Fiscel Year 
The fiscal year of the Association 
shall be from July 1 - Ju 
e 30. 
Section 2 - Budget Procedures 
1. The Secretary of the Associa­
tion shall solicit annual budget 
lions Board Budget. College-Wide 
Activities and Mandatory Associa­
tion Expense Budget, for submission 
to the Board of Directors for review 
and approval no later than May 1st. 
That sub-budget referred to as the 
Association Mandatory Expense 
Budget must provide for such 
college-wide activities as com­
mencement, student identification 
cards, accounting staff." audit fees, 
insurance, etc. The Association 
Mandatory Expense Budget shall be 
funded from Student Center fees and 
income from auxiliary enterprises. 
3. The minutes of all Board of 
Directors or· Executive Committee 
meetings as prepared by the Secre­
tary and approved by th·e Board of 
Directors or Executive Committee 
expenditure of College Association 
funds. 
Article V -
Amendments to Bylaws 
Section. 1 - Amendments 
These bylaws may be amended by 
a 3/4 vote of those members of the 
Board of Directors present at any 
meeting. Bylaw Section 6 (Voting 
Rights) with regard to proxy voting 
shall not apply to this section. 
Section 2 - Effective 
Date of Amendment 
The effective date of amendment 
of the bylaws shall be as· stated by 
National College News 
'BOY BEAUTY' NAMED 
A men's beauty contest, complete with 
swimsuit competition, talent presenta­
tion. and "moral virtue" questions W?,S 
featured as part of author Warren Far­
rell's Performing Arts lecture on men's 
liberation. 
has branded "feminine" Farrell sai·d. 
"Men must learn to integrate both 
feminine and masculine traits and be­
come huinan beings," according to 
Farrell. 
Real liberation should involve not 
only "women coming up to where men 
are, but men coming up to where 
women are-," he said. "The whole pur­
pose of liberation is' to offer more op­
tions to everyone," he added. 
Some of the advances in men's libera­
tion which Farrell hopes to see begun 
and ex.tended in the next 10 years are 
·men's birth control, protest against the · 
�asculine image as "success objects" 
in advertising, male sensuality train­
ing, and paternity leaves. 
UAA STRIKES OIL 
THE SCOUT 
Bradley University 
Section 2 - Disposition 
Funds of the Association shall be 
deposited in an account or accounts 
in the name of the Association in an 
account or accounts in the name of 
the Association in a bank or banks 
designated by the B.oard of Directo;s 
and shall be used solely for the prop­
er expenses of the Association. 
Funds shall be withdrawn from such 
bank account or accounts only upon 
the signature of those College indi­
viduals authorized by the Board of 
D.irectors and approved by the Board 
of Higher Education. Checks. drafts. 
or other orders _for the payment of 
money drawn from any of the 
The beauty contest was staged in an 
attempt to allow men and women to gain 
a different-sex perspective of the in­
formal and constant man-woman "judg­
ing" that occurs day-to-day. The men 
paraded, announcing "vital statistics," 
while the women, encouraged to com­
ment and criticize freely about the 
bodies under . consideration, acted as 
judges. r our semi-finalists competed in 
a swimsuit competition and an impromp­
tu talent show, which included such 
acts as a Mexican dance and·a rendition 
of "From the Halls of Montezuma," 
preceded the crowning of the winner. 
After-contest discussion revealed that ROBERT MOTHERWELL 
College Association accounts in ex­
cess of $2.500 will require two 
authorized- signatures. 
Section 3 - Audit 
Under provisions of Article 15.11.d · 
of the Bylaws of the Board of Higher 
Education a certifi!Ht' independent 
audit performed by a public auditing 
firm approved by the Board of Direc­
tors shall be conducted at least 
once a year of the books, records 
and accounts of the Association. 
r--- ---,
I Communications I 
I Board I 
L ______ J 
Section 4 - Dissolution 
Upon dissolution of the Associa­
tion title to any property given to. 
purchased or built by the Associa­
tion shall pass to Baruch College or 
to the Board of Higher Education or 
any successor thereof. organized 
and operated exclusively for educa­
tional purposes, no part of the net 
earnings of which inures to the 
benefit of any member ·or individual. 
no substantial part of the activities of 
which is carrying on propaganda. or 
otherw"i·se allempting · to influence 
legislation and which does not par­
ticipate in. or intervene in (including 
the publishing or distributing of 
statements) political campaign on 
behalf of any candidate for public of­
fice. 
· the men had felt a pressure to participate 
and some of the losers experienced feel­
_ings of rejection. Farrell explained the 
connection to real life, noting societal 
pressure and the fact that in a beauty 
contest "every single contestant, except 
one, is rejected." 
"Men believe that everyone else, but 
not them, have probiems," Farrell re­
marked. "But that's the problem." Far­
rell ex.plained that men don't realize the 
amount of  socialization they are en­
countering. The "negative and con­
temptuous image of women'.' portrayed 
in advertisements and children's books 
may have kept men from for taking the 
sexual initiative" FarreJI said. 
The central message of the men's 
liberation movement is "the recognition 
that having external types of power 
doesn't mean having power over our 
own life," getting in touch with the 
aspects of their nature which society 
A whole year before the scheduled 
completion of the pipeline (and over 
10 years after the discovery of•Alaskan 
oil) UAA has acquired a petroleum de­
partment. 
"The oil companies are really 
desperately looking for people who have 
petroleum knowledge and want to live 
in Alaska. That is a deadly combination. 
In Fairbanks, they hire every UA en­
gineering graduate that will work for 
them; mechanical, civil, electrical, you 
name it," says instructor Champion. 
"The demand is greater than the 
supply." 
By Les Koval 
SPECTRUM 
University of Alaska, Anchorage 
D D D 
MOTHERWELL SPEAKS ON ART 
Motherwell, the internationally re­
known · abstract painter, noted 'that the 
initial reaction to his art, among others, 
wa-s that "monkeys could do better." 
Just as everyone can not be an advanced 
mathematician, Motherwell contends 
that not everyone can understand art. 
Consequently. the modern artist needs 
to be his own man. Motherwell stated. 
"There is nothing more difficult than to 
be an individual. It is very hard to find 
a bright youngster not in blue jeans." 
Motherwell discussed the existential 
conflicts that he feels. For the contem­
porary artist, because of the "ghastly 
historical events" of the twen-tieth cen­
tury, painting can no longer be as joy­
ful as it was for the Fauves at the begin­
n11._ of this century. Motherwell has 
done an extensive series of works on 
the Spanish Civil War. an event which 
disturbed many of those with leftist or 
republican sympathies during the 1930s, 
.including Hemmingway, Picasso. and 
Orwell. Motherwell stated. 'The world 
is a dangerous place." There is a 
"shudder in the universe. a crack that 
may be uncontrolable." He has named 
several of his paintings after primordial 
caves in Europe, because he believes 
that the fear that primitive man (ell 
in looking out of these caves corresponds 
to man's reaction to the current political 
and historical scene. In spite of this 
"tragic sense" in his work, Motherwell 
added, "One has to be Spartan. one has 
to go on." By Rick Costa 
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Is The Dollar. Bill Illegal? 
By ANTHONY J. HILDER 
LOS ANGELES: Incredible as 
it may seem. a California Chiro­
practor who has waged a six 
year fight for the preservation of 
the U.S. Dollar. was found guilty 
of obeying ·the law. Ah .. . that is. 
Constitutional Law which. like 
the Doctor. is at odds with Inter­
nal Revenue Service edict. 
The chiroprac�or. Dr. Marcel 
Methot. a mild-mannered man of 
41. has been quotirw in court 
the U.S. Constitution. Article 1 
Se.ction 10. which quite clearly 
states "No State shall make any 
Thing but gold and silver coin a 
tend�r in payment of debts." 
Tiiis means that fiat or "f.unny 
money" (printing press money) 
is unconstitutional· according to 
the letter of the law. And since 
the U.S. 'government has surren­
dered its constiiutionally limited 
authority to a privately owned 
money mon�rchy �- using the 
misleading name of "The Feder­
al Reserve System - it has in 
actuality violated the rights of 
the citizen under .the Constitu­
tion. Addition?IIY, the legality of 
the dollar is very definitely de­
fined as having "371.25 grains of 
pure silver, or 41�.5 grains of 
standard silver (U.S. Coinage 
Act 1792. Revision 1834 -
Chapter 16 Sec. 20). 
What has happened i� the 
case of Dr. Methot versus the 
U.S. G_overnment. or vice ·versa 
sinc\l the government has. now 
taken action against the doctor 
for his Constitutional stand? 
·simply, the IRS, which serves as 
a "Collection Agency"· for the 
Fed's money monarchy: and the 
Federal Judiciary (which has 
primarily been appointed by 
those in influence), are scram­
bling "to cover up" what could 
become a more explosive issue 
than the atomic bomb. 
_That explosive issue is simply· 
this: "Will the courts declare the 
'funny money· unconstitu­
tional?" First. unbeknownst to 
most of our citizenry, the Feder­
al Reserve is neither federal-nor 
a reserve. Second, since its in­
ception in 1913, it has never had 
an independent audit. Third, 
why was a select group of multi­
millionaires given the right to 
print our eurrency and _sell it 
back to us at face value. plus in­
terest, for the life of the bill? 
Shocking? I'll say, when you 
consider the fact that we pay 
somewhere around S43,000 a 
minute on the national debt to 
those multi-national banksters 
- , and now, collectively, owe 
them 597 thousand MILLION 
Dollars. Just the interest alone is 
the third largest expenditure in 
the N,:\t_ional Budget. 
The judiciary is apparently in 
a quandry as to just what to do 
about it, for if· they decide in 
favor of Methot and the Consti­
tution it will invalidate the fiat 
phoriey money system and force 
a return to a sound money poli­
cy. This would 1) eliminate infla­
tion; 2) put an end to the "Profit 
and Plunder" policy promoted 
by Keynesian economists, and 3) 
stop the big money moguls from 
controlling our currency. 
. It does .seem to be in our inter­
est (the put:5Iic) and not theirs if 
the Methot case is won. by the 
people. 
"The People's Case, .. as one 
journalist has described Me­
thot's stand, will decide the life 
or death of the dollar. The first 
thing that Methot 'did to "open 
up the issue" was to file suit a­
gainst the government for a re­
dress of grievances, in accord­
ance with our First Amendment 
rights. This ·was unconstitu­
tionally "denied" by presiding 
Judge Irving· Hill, in what 
amounted to a summa ry judg­
ment. 
When "THE DOU:.AR DOC­
TOR," as he is often alluded to, 
filed his 1970 income tax form 
he listed only the "lawful (silver) 
money" earned, and challenged 
t�e IRS to bring, him to court. 
Naturally, they did, in hopes that 
with a "little help" from the ju­
diciary they could "Silence the 
Situation." 
Obviously with the opinion 
that "the people's case" ·would 
get a fair hearing under a "quali­
fied judge" ratf:fer than a jury u·n­
,familiar with constitutional law 
Dr. Methot waived the normai 
procedure of a trial by jury. His 
opinion. soon changed as Feder­
al District Judge Harry Preger­
son summarily ignored the three 
days of detailed documentation 
substantiating the Constitutional 
issues, and ruled in favor of the 
IRS edict 
In ·essence, this means the 
Constitution, "according to 
Judge Pregerson," is subservi­
ent and secondary to the IRS 
Commissioner's rulings; or, in 
laymen's language, that "The 
Dollar is Dead!" 
At t orney Larry Campbell, 
representing the government, 
Boys c1·ub-.Events 
By NASHRULLAH GANIE 
A course in Education took 
me to a regular Friday evening 
observation tour to the Boys' 
Club of New York. There I 
received a special treat. Two an-
- nual competitions were being 
held. A memorial meeting hon­
oring Mike Burascano with a 
swimming competition for boys 
between the ages of ten to nine­
teen and a friendly ping-pong 
tournament, Jefferson's Park 
Boys Club versus The Boys' 
Club of New York. Being-a stu­
dent from Baruch and a staff 
member of The Reporter, I cov­
ered both. 
Small events in the oity do not 
catch the public's eY.e (a poor 
choice for an article for a report­
er}; however, small events ex­
plain most of our lives, and we 
shou Id pay more attention to 
them. Mike Burascano memorial 
meeting is one such small event, 
which if heard will provide a 
lesson for us. 
Mike Burascano was a mem­
ber of the Boys' Club of New 
Yor)< befween 1949 arid 1952. He 
was gregarious, an excellent 
· swimmer, and a sportsman. He 
died in an accident and since 
then his friends hold an annual 
swimming competition in his 
memory. 
This year a large number of 
boys displayed their skills in 
swimming before a packed audi­
ence-of parents· and members of 
the cluq. Some startling free­
style, butterfly and back-stroke 
were shown elegantiy by the 
boys. 
Awards were given out to out­
standing competitors. Most ap­
proved swimmer award was won 
by Efrain Santes and Angel 
Reyes and a potential champion 
who will be competing in the up­
coming Boys' Club of. Amer-ica 
swimming competition. 
The staunch worker responsi­
ble for the meet was coach 
Milton Orango; who walked the 
corridors of the swimming pool 
with a thirty-year-old frown on 
his face. He has been coach for 
thirty years, and to supervise 
youngsters of ten to nineteen 
years for thirty years indeed 
leaves a ,frown ori the strongest 
coach. He is the strongest. 
Orango is like a father to the 
kids, always around to chide the 
most wayward and to praise and 
reward the best. The Boys' Club 
is immensely fortunate to have 
Orango as their swimming 
coach. Mike Burascano was a 
member of one of the earlier 
Message to A Sick. Plant 
Its leaves lay drooped, 
The young ones barely unfolded 
Its stem curved hopeless, down­
ward, 
Yet the leaves were green. 
There seemed -hope, but little. 
Rainwaiter falls, 
But you are too sick to know 
The air is clear, 
But it is hard to breathe it 
The sun is warm, 
It is. spring, little plant 
Don't you know? 
Onward, frail plant 
All your friends await you 
Try to grow, 
(Your neighbor has a satin 
shine, 
And that o�e·s making flowers} 
Open slowly, 
We will help you. 
E. Tinsr 
teams he coached and the devo­
tion he expresses in ,the memo­
rial honoring Mike is the epi­
tome of human love. 
The second ·competition, a 
ping-pong tournament ended in 
defeat for the Boys' Club of New· 
York. Jeffersons' Park Boys 
Club won 14-13. 
Worthy 01 praise was the fact 
that there was no referee. The 
boys were allowed to -k.eep their 
own scores based on trust. 
Working with kids at the Boys' 
Club -of New York is very 
rewarding and experience in do­
ing things far surpa.sses book 
theory. This highly stimulating 
field of study should be broad­
ened in dimension and be incul­
cated into more courses. Surely, 
theory and practice is the watch­
word of true learning 
To Man 
Man 
On your birthday, 
I shall wrap a sky-scraper · in a tarpaulin sheet, 
Tie a steel ribbon 
on the outside; 
Sent it in the mail 
with a dollar bill stamp 
And wish good luck to your 
civilization. 
·M·an 
I shall dress 
in a platicene gown, 
Wear a sun glass 
with gold rimsi 
A camel's hair wig 
over my bald head; 
And do the hustle 
on a chromium ballroom 
On the day you die. 
Nasrullah Ganie 
prosecuted the doct_or for daring of the U.S. Constitution, asking 
to have "the audacity" to chal- for protection under the Su­
lenge the myriad of IRS "irregu- preme Law of the Land. while at 
lations", stating that the doctor the same time denying it to the 
had "bad faith and purpose." people. 
Testifying in behalf of Dr. Me- Is it hypocracy? Are they 
thot was the nationally promi- above _the Law? Or. is the Law 
nent Tax Attorney Jerome Daly ONLY for them? They ·claim that 
- who added his expertise on ·due to the· diminishing dqllar, 
Constitutional Law. verifying the which has resulted from their 
doctor,s position. Though_ a- rulings for "Printing Press 
ghast at the .Pregerson decision, Money," their salaries, which in 
Daly said, "If the people were to 1969 were fixed at S40.000, are 
win, Arthur Burns (head of the now worth only s27.510; and. 
privately owned Federal Re- that they ean no longer guaran­
serve}. would have to abdicate tee the quality of justice while 
his throne." the dollar continues to die. 
After hea"ring the decision, the · Which gives rise to "the an­
doctor's wife, Theresa, stood swer" to their own predicament. 
"stunned with disbelief" and We are ALL· in the same sinking , 
passed out cold on the court, ship. and they alone can save it! 
rooni floor. while his daughter, In short. they want for the�­
who had witnessed her father's selves what they refuse to offer 
fight for the preservation of the other.s . ... and that's JUSTICE! 
Constitution. broke out in -un- If Judge Pregerson·s decision 
controllable te·ars. One observer. "holds" and is not reversed in 
a student of American Jurispru- an appellate court it will not be 
dence who had witnessed the Dr. Marce·I Methot. but rather the 
trial. obviously angered. stated. U.S. dollar that is sentenced into 
"Not since the emergence of the · oblivion. If · the governm
.
ent's 
SS in _ Nazi Germany and the case is allowed to stand. the 
KGB in the Soviet Union. has amount of currency in cir.cula­
any government ag,ency in the tion would be limited ·only to the 
world so denied human .justice supply of paper available to the 
· -and had the full support of its ru- Federal Reserve system .... or. 
dic_ial system." The man refused in short. the number of trees in 
to give his name fo·r fear of IRS the National Forest. 
repercussions. It s·eems s9mehow quite fitting 
Strangely enough, 44 Federal that "the people's case" for the 
Judges have jus filed suit defense of the dollar be pre­
against the governme.nt for es- sented on this 200th anniversary 
sentially the same argu- of the Tax Rebellion which ·gave 
ment .... the money issue. They birth to the United States of 
are quoting Article 3. Section 1. America. 
The- Phosphate ·War 
By ROBERT M. BARTEL_L 
The war for the ·control of the 
Bu Craa phosphate mines in 
Spanish Sahara (now Western 
Sahara} drags on. This viciously 
strange war, claiming women 
and children as main victims, is 
front page ·news in the foreign 
press - ·French, Spanish, 
Scandinavian, etc. 
But not here. Our big metro­
politan papers ar.e apparently 
suppressing· dispatches re­
ceived from Reuters News Serv­
ice - a British agency - and 
04r own Associated Press and 
United Press International are 
completely ignoring the story, 
just as they di_d the Bilderberg 
story for 20 years. It's all more 
proof of how the press rs con­
trol led to keep from . you news 
you're· not suppo�ed to know. 
The Western Sahara is a Colo­
rado-size territory with the 
world's richest deposit' of phos­
phates, an essentiai fertilizer in 
very short supply world-wide. Its 
native population of nomads or 
semi-nomads is only about 
70,000. 
Currently the Rockefeller and 
other Wall Street interests are 
slugging it out against Soviet­
backed Algeria for control of 
this wealth: The Bu Craa .depos­
its are estimated to contain 
, some $200 billion worth of phos­
phates, so it is essentially a 
phosphate war. 
The Wall Street protege ac­
tively engaged in this war is the 
CIA pet King Hassan II of 
Morocco. The front page of a 
big newspaper includes this d·is­
patch from the scene: 
"We see them as mere dots · 
miles away, above the dunes: 
For the untrained eye they don't 
differ much from the low gray 
bushes which grow spangled in 
the hollows. But the people in 
the Red Cross vehicles spot 
them and ride out to meet them. 
We pick up a small family, a 
I, 
woman with a water 'jt:ig, two 
children, a bundle of clothes 
and a skinny goat. which bears 
one of the children over its 
shoulders. -
"For a couple of months the 
Spanish Sahara has been occu­
pied, bit by bit, by the Moroccan 
Army. As the Mor.oceans ad­
vance, the Sahara inhabitants 
flea for dear life .. 
Reading this dispatch and 
others like it, you might be 
reminded of -one _of the sensa­
tion a I periodicals f lo,ati n g 
around. Actually, those lines ap­
peared in the staid, unsensa­
!ional Stockholm i;Jaily, the 
Dagens Nyheter. Listeners to 
Liberty Lobby's daily radio pro­
gram are not upfamiliar with this 
situation. They kn'ow that the 
helpless people, of Western 
Sahara - the Saharawi - are 
, caught in the middle in ttiis 
money grab between the Rocke­
feller inte�ests and '""the-ir part: 
time Soviet partners. They have 
been told of the eventual destiny 
of Saharawi, who are waging a 
hopeless war of independence 
- an independence which the 
Spanish government had prom­
ised them, then reneged, yield­
ing to strong pressure lrom 
Washington. 
All this is happening while we 
celebrate the bicentennial of our 
independence. What has hap­
pened to all our humanitarians, 
our vociferous liberals, our 
champions of national inde­
pendence, self-determination for 
colonial subjects? What has 
stilled their voices? Why do they 
look, the, other way as the exter­
mination of the Saharawi goes. 
on? Why are they so afraid to 
cross the Rockefeller interests? 
Well, perhaps �e'II have the 
· answers when the cost oi phos­. phate shoots up, taking with it 
the price of fe�tilizer American 
farmers must use to put food on 
your table. As a consumer and 
taxpayer, you are going to pay 
for it . . . but you're not sup­
posed to know why. As usual. 
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Dangerous Noise · And Voice Identification
Noise and the 
Braking Reflex 
Two drivers. Two cars. Two 
emergencies. 
One driver has traveled com­
mercial routes, listened to rock 
music. and, in general, been ex­
posed to a high noise level. . 
The second driver passed 
over a scenic highway devoid of 
trucks and played his car radio 
intermittently. TMey arrive in a 
city at the same time. Each has a 
sudden emergency. whe re 
braking reflex means the dif­
ference betwe�n disaster and 
safety. 
All other things being equal, 
which driver stands the better 
chance of averting calamity? 
According, to a paper 
delivered at the Acoustical 
Society of America's April 5 to 9 
meeting in Washington, D.C., 
the driver who enjoyed a low in­
travehicular noise level would 
have the faster braking reflex, 
hence the most likelihood of 
screeching to a stop before 
catastrophe. 
In a series of experiments 
conducted by Donna Mergler-
Racine and Pierre Buereur of 
the University of Quebec, Mon­
treal, a driver in a simulated car 
was exposed to recordings of 
actual intravehicular noise. The 
driver was told to brake as 
quickly as possible when a red 
light flashed on. The research 
team found that as noise level 
rose the braking reflex slowed. 
The more intense the noise, the 
mo re rapidly the reflex 
deteriorated. 
A�A.G. 
Measurement of leg muscle 
electrical activity confirmed 
these findings. In a second 
series of experiments, the 
researchers attached sensors to 
a subject's legs and recorded 
the electrical pattern of the 
muscles used during braking. 
As the noise level rose, an elec­
tric a I· pattern normally 
associated with muscle fatigue 
appeared. The higher the noise 
level, the sooner this pattern 
became apparent. 
By Paul Schwartz 
Once upon a time, there was a 
television game show called 
"Beat The Clock." The object of 
the game was to complete some 
sort of crazy stunt before time­
ran out The contestants were 
married couples who worked 
either singly or together. The 
couple that completed the most 
stunts. in the shortest time, went 
away with the grand prize. Its 
popularity waned and it was 
finally taken off the air. 
Now it has returned. It has a 
new face. new rules, new stunts, 
new announcers, and a new 
location. lt is no longer ''Beat 
The Clock" with teams of 
married couples, it has become 
"Almost Anything Goes" and 
there are now six members to a 
team. along with a coach and 
two alternates. "Almost Any­
thing Goes" is the latest thing in 
team sports. The teams are all 
amateurs who are chosen by the 
Chambers of Commerce of their 
respective towns. To qualify as a 
town to the show. a town must 
have no less than 8,000 popu­
l�tion and no more than 20,000. 
The teams usually have one .day 
to practice the stunts but are 
usually formed a few weeks 
before the show to develop 
teamwork and get themselves 
into shape. The show comes 
from a different stadium every 
week. Three teams compete for 
their respective regional cham­
ionships, and the winners go on 
to the national championship 
later on in the series. To encour­
age people to ..watch the pro­
gram, I won't descrjbe the 
events. I will, however, give you 
a brief list of the titles of some of 
these events. Last week (March 
13th) the teams participatep in: 
"Keystone Fireman," "Hook-A­
Hoop," "Bed Buggies," "Log 
Luggers," "She Takes The 
Cake." and "Grand Slam" just to 
name a few. In previous_ weeks 
we've seen "Superguy," ''Catch­
The-Fox," and "Catter-pillar 
Car-Pool." 
there is the fun of seeing "just 
folks" do all sorts of silly things. 
They get doused with water, 
pelted with foam, slid on greasy 
slides, and, under any other cir­
cumstances, generally get to 
make fools of themselves. But 
the appeal doesn't end with the 
silliness. There is al;;o the warm 
feeling of small towns who get 
together to reach a common 
goal. Not only do the team par­
ticip'ants appear but half the 
town, the local marching band, 
and an entire cheerleadin-g 
squad. Believe it or not, this is 
what is known as the "back­
bone�· of America. A whole 
group of people pulling together 
toward ·a common goal. This 
feeling comes across your tele­
vision set with the power of a 
locomotive. I recommend that 
you turn your set to channel 
seven at eight o'clock on Satwr­
day night. You'll have a hell of a 
good time. 
Constant intravehicular noise, 
the pair concludes, appears to 
hasten muscle fatigue - with 
consequent slowing of the 
braking reflex. The higher the 
noise level, the more quickly 
does this important retie) 
degenerate. 
The research team detailec 
thei.r results in a paper titled: 
"Effects of lntravehicular Noise 
on Electromyographic Activit} 
Associated With the Brakinc 
Reflex." 
-
Voice Cues Indicate 
Physjcal Features 
A friend of a friend calls 
someone you've never me1. YoL 
make a luncheon date for the 
next day. At the appointed time 
and place. two people wait, bott 
the same sex. Your date is one, 
of them. What chance do you 
have of picking your luncheon 
partner from telephone voice 
alone? Star Of Magic Show 
Gives Superb 
Performance 
A better than average chanc�. 
claims a West Virginia Univer­
sity research team that in­
/ vestigated cues the voice gives 
about a speaker's facial features 
and physical characteristics. By R. AGOPIAN 
On Apr. 26 as the eecie white 
smoke rolled down the stage at 
23rd street and the str;mge 
chants of the ancient Druids 
were being sung, a woman was 
levitated in mid-air by the caped 
high priest in the ceremony of 
.the moon. Under the cape was 
Doug Henning the star of "The 
Magic Show" giving a superb 
performance and lecture on 
magic at Baruch. 
During experiments to deter­
mine if the voice offers cues to 
facial features, two of the team 
- Norman J. Lass and Lisa A. 
Harvey - recorded 15 male and 
15 female voices. They also took 
full length photographs of each 
speaker. Then, 30 subjects 
listened/ to each voice while 
looking at two photographs. 
One photograph -belong�d to the 
speaker. Eacb subject was 
asked to choose that one. 
Resl.Jlts indicated that the sub­
jects were capable of identifying 
the . full-length photograph of the 
speaker with slightly better than 
chance accuracy. 
Hearing Sciences Laboratory of 
West Virginia University, presen­
ted their study in two papers: "A 
P reliminary Investigation of 
Speaker Height and Weight 
Identification," (Lass and Davis), 
and "A Preliminary Investigation 
of Photograph Identification," 
(Lass and Harvey). Both papers 
were given at the Acoustical 
Society of America at its April 5-
9 meeting in Washington. D.C. 
Kibbee Testimony 
(Continued from Page 5) 
of this plan were enacted by the 
Board of Higher Education last 
montli. It is estimated that the 
net effect of these actions will 
achieve an annual savimg of $67 
million after the-second, year. 
None of ·t)lese proposals for 
merge'r or redesignation was 
made capriciously. The plans 
were drawn after careful study 
of the strengths, weaknesses, 
potentials of each institution, as 
well as the patterns of applica­
tions to the university. Care was 
taken to assure that no signifi­
cant or unique program would 
be lost and that each borough 
retains a wide range of educa­
tional opportunities. 
and committed to the betterment 
of a city as this one is - is, for 
all its magnitude, a delicate 
organism. It- requires the faith, 
commitment and dedication of 
thousands of individual students 
and faculty if it is to qe success­
ful. The blows the university has 
been dealt in the past year have 
shaken that faith and distracted 
everyone from his or her educa-
tional purpose. � 
The show is treated just like 
any other sporting event. In the 
booth giving the play by play ac­
tion is bynn Shackleford and 
Charlie Jones. e>n the iield 
Doug who is currently touring 
campuses around the country 
levitated his . Baruch audience 
from their seats-with loud cheers 
and applause last Monday as 
the performance came to an 
end. The cause fo r this 
adulation was Henning's un­
presumptuous personality and 
magical showmanship as he cut 
a woman into four boxes, 
separated the boxes and then 
put the woman back together 
again in the same order. Among 
the other magic, he performed 
was Houdini's metamorphosis 
which at the time had Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, the author of 
Sherlock Holmes convinced that 
Houdini had mate rialized 
through the case and chains 
which imprisoned him. 
In another series of ex­
periments, Lass along with 
researcher Mar,garet Davis, 
asked subjects to select the 
height and weight of a given 
speaker from voice alone. Each 
subjecr was given a response 
sheet that contained four 
choices for height and four for 
weight. One choice in each 
category matched the speaker 
Yet, despite all that has been 
done to reduce the university's 
size and to eliminate all but its 
essential parts, there are those 
who criticize it and call it unre­
sponsive. The accusations are 
unjust and unwarranted. The 
Board of Higher Education is 
the t.rustee of .the quality of the 
university and it has acted-to ful­
fill that trust while responding to 
· fiscal restraints. 
It is tragic that the university 
has been allowed to have its 
destiny so tightly woven into the 
fabric of the ci\y's financi,al cri­
sis. The cost of the university to 
the city is now less than one­
and-a-tialf percent of the total 
budget. Were the city to aban­
don the university, it would have 
little effect upon the current 
fiscalicrisis, but it would destroy 
the city's 'future. The cost-effec­
tiveness of the university can be 
found in the hundreds of thou­
sands of its graduates who con­
tribute to the economic, artistic, 
educational, commercial and 
civic life of the city, and whose 
contribution in taxes and in 
service far outstrip the city's lev­
el of support. 
· giving an .explanation-of the­
stunts to be performed is Regis 
Philbin. You might remember 
him as the announcer on the 
nigMt-fime Joey Bishop show. 
The scoring is extremely un­
c0mplicated. The winning team 
of each event wins ten points, 
seoond place· receives five 
po"i-nts ano third place gets three 
peints. The, team with the most 
points at the end of the show 
wins a trophy and the right to go 
on. 
What is the appeal of this 
show? It lies in two areas. First, 
The one-and-a-half-hour per­
formance demonstrated to a 
packed auditorium the three dif- · 
ferent types of magic. The magic 
that is done through illusion, the· 
magic done by distraction and 
pure magic whose secrets Doug 
would not reveal. 
they listened to. 
Results showed that subjects 
selected weights of male and. 
female-speakers, and heights of 
male speakers, with better than 
chance accuracy. The voice, the 
research· team concludes, con-
veys clues about facial featur.es, 
height, and weight. What those 
cues are, the team states, 
remains to be discovered. 
The research group, which 
worked at the Speech and 
The educ_ational needs of our 
city and its people remain as 
great as they ever w,ere. I would 
suggest, in fact, that the fiscal 
emergency, if anything, supports 
the belief that New York- needs 
more - not fewer - educated 
men and women. They will be 
needed as thinkers, workers, 
consumers, citizens and, yes, as 
taxpayers. 
One thing I do know is that 
The City University should not 
- must not - be subjected to 
another year like the one it has 
just endured. A university -
particularly one as big, diverse: 
What has happened and is 
happening to The City Univer­
sity recall the words of General 
Hugh Johnson, uttered 40 years' 
ago. Those who govern the city 
are recklessly shooting craps 
with destiny. In this time of fiscal 
famine we are devouring the 
seed' corn. I urge you to stop 
and think - to recognize that 
the city will be here when the 
fiscal crisis has passed and that 
we all have a responsibility to in­
sure that it will be worth living 
in. Tlie university is as crucial to 
that future as it has· been to the 
. past. It cannot be abandoned. 
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BarUch ,Spirit Shines 
'I 
Registration 
M. Lewis Temares, Har'ty Gibbs 
-\ . 




ESS.A .Public Meeti_ng 
Geoffrey _ Holder 
Dean Senour, Peggy Pennick, Wil!iam \Monat 
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.Through Despite Problems 
Purim Party 
Naylo·r i::itzhugh , Godfrey Sandiford 
Backstage Crew of "Where's Charley?" 
Demonstration in Albany 
Simon Wiesenthal 
A Parting Shot 
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The Reporter Staff 
Seated left to right: Winsome Henry, Barbara Odwak, Donal Higgins and E. 
Tiner. Standing left to right: Elridge Daniel, Ivan Hodge, Diana Williams, 
Bruce Adgate, Paul Schwartz, Robert Agopian, Nicholle Vixamar, Phil 
, Vassallo, Derrick White and Lennox Huyghue. (Photo by Arnold Marshe) 
